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nation giving rise to differential etch rate between the unexposed portions of

the film in an alkaline hydroxide solution and CF4 plasma. It is observed thati

the ultraviolet light and x-ray sensitivity of AS2 S films is poorer than that

' of conventional organic polymer resists, but that electron-beam exposure

sensitivity is better than the typical PMMA resist. However, the contrast in
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studied. Not only can the sensitivity Ibe enhanced at lease by one order of
magnitude, but also the contrast in this composite resist is improved without
losing the resolution. The existence of the structrual component is examined
by x-ray diffraction, IR transmission, and electron diffraction. The results
of AS 9 S3, AS 4 S4 , and S. After band-gap exposure, the as-deposited state is
changed into the exposed state being composed of a glassy AS 2 S3 network and

arsenic in the form of clusters. TheAnderson-Mott theory is employed to
explain the microscopic structural transformations in AS 2 S3 and a plausible
sequence of events leading to the polymerization of AS 4 S4 molecules into glassy
AS 2 S3 network is proposed. The polymerization between AS 4 S4 itself or AS 4 S4

and S-chains can proceed because of the strong electron-phonon coupling in the
vicinities of the charged defect centers which in turn causes the switching of
local bonds. The properties of AS S3 can be changed both' structurally and
physically as a result of silver p9otodoping. The silver ions would be trapped
at the negative charged defect center and behave as a negative charged defect killer.
In order to obtain more control over the silver dopant concentrati-I, electro-
chemical injection method is employed. The silver doping level is controlled by
varying the current density through the electrochemical cell. It is found that
if the injection voltage is below -35 mv, then this process i6 almost fully re-
versible in the sense that the Ag injected into the AS 2 S3 film can be removed from
the AS2 S into the aqueous solution anodically. If the injection voltage is above

-35 mv-t~en the reversibility is decreased. From the experimental data and numerical
analysis, it appears that the kinetics of the silver injection process is limited
by the interfacial reaction rather than the bulk diffusion. The model also indicates

the existence of two phases, one is silver-doped AS 2 S3 and the other undoped, in the
AS2S 3 film. The boundary between these two different phases moves with the extent
of silver injection.
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ABSTRACT

SILVER-DOPING6 EFFECTS AND PKOTOSTRUCTUMAL

TRANSFORMATIONS IN EVAPORATED As2S3 THfIN FIL1NS

Author t Teft.-t James Cben

Supervisoril Jay N. Zemel and

Iiuant Lauki

f The AshS thin film undergo phatostructural transformations upon

bandgap illumination giving rise to a differential etch rate between

the unexposed and exposed portions of the film In an alkaline hydroxide

solution and CF4 plasma. It is observed that the ultraviolet light and

x-ray sensitivity of A5253 fi-lmx is poorer than that of conventional

organic polymer resists, but that electron-~beam exposure sensitivity is

better than the typical PWHP resist. However, the contrast in the

AshS film is poorer than that of PWMA resist. The ultraviolet. x-ray,

and electron-beam sensitivity of a modified AgCIlrAs 2S3 composite resist

is also studied. Not only can the sensitivity he enhanced at least by

one order of magnitude, but also the contrast in this compoite resist
is Improved without losing the resolution,

The existence of the structural component ts examined by xray

diffraction, IN traniutstomn, 4nd electron dtffractton, Me results

sugges 0% 4 s-deposr ted state of As2S3 ftl* is a bte?09eneou* Sys tem



of As2 3 , As4S4, and S. After band-gap exposure , the as-deposited

state is changed Into the exposed state betng composed of a glassy

As2S3 network and arsenic tn the form of clusters. The Anderson-

ott theory is employed to explain the microscopic structural trans.

formations in As2S3 and a plausible sequence of events leading to the

polymerization of As4S4 molecules tnto glassy AS2S3 network is proposed.

The polymerization between As4S4 itself or As4S4 and S-chains can

proceed because of the strong electron-phonon coupling in the vicinities

of the charged defect centers which in turn causes the switching of

local bonds. The properties of As2S3 can be changed both structurally

and physically as a result of silver photodoping. The silver ions

would be trapped at the negative charged defect center and behave as a

negative charged defect killer.

In order to obtain more control over the silver dopant concentra-

tion, electrochemical injection method is employed. The silver doping

level is controlled by varying the current density through the electro-

chemical cell. It is found that if the injection voltage is below -35

my, then this process is almost fully reversible itn the sense that the

Ag Injected into the AsS 3 film can be removed from the As2S3 into the

aqueous solution anodically. ff the injection voltage is above -35 my

, then the reversibility is decreased, From the experimental data and

numerical analysis, it appears that the kinetics of the silver injection

process is limited by the interfacial reaction rather than the bulk

diffusion. The model also tndicates the extstence of two phases, one

is silyer-doped As2S3 and the other undoped, tn the As2S3 ftlm. The

i



boundary between these two di.fferent phases moves wtth the extent of
Stlyel, tnJectiton,
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', ,CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As the demands for higher resolution and smaller device features

grow, it becomes increasingly clear that the traditional UV lithography

has its problems. The resolution-limiting diffraction effects in the

UV lithography can be reduced or eliminated by using deep UV. X-ray or

electron-beam lithography.( "10) All these new lithographic techniques

are resist-dependent. Traditional organic polymer resists tend to have

low atomic numbers resulting in low stopping cross section areas for

X-rays and electrons. Inorganic resists are far more flexible and are

used extensively as additives in organic polymer resists to improve the

resist properties.(11-34)

In this dissertation, one of the promising inorganic materials,

the evaporated As2S3 film, is examined and their applications in micro-

fabrications under the use of X-ray and electron-beam to induce the

chemical responses are studied in Chapter 2. The compatabilities of

As2S3 inorganic resists with advanced microfabrication processes, such

as plasma etching, are studied in Chapter 3. By using the Ag-doping

effect, the sensitivities of As2S3 films can be further increased with-

out losing the resolution. However, the fundamental mechanism for the

radiation-sensitivity phenomenon is still not well understood despite

significant technological progress. The wide variety of reported photo-

structural effects in amorphous AsS 3 and other chalcogenide glass sys-

4



tens have led to an array of complex and often contradictory mechanisms

to account for them.(35"47 ) In Chapter 4, the structural transformation

of the As2S3 film upon band-gap illumination is examined.

The experimental data have shown that the as-deposited As2S3 films

are in an amorphous state, and are a heterogeneous system of As2S3 ,

As4S4 and S.(45) After intense band-gap exposure, the as-deposited

state is appeared to be changed into the exposed state being composed of

a glassy As2S3 network and arsenic in the form of clusters.
(45) A model

based on the Anderson's proposal( 48 4 9 ) is employed to explain the micr-

oscopic structural transformations in As2S3 and a plausible sequence of

events leading to the polymerization of As4S4 molecules into glassy

As2S3 network is proposed. The ternary Ag-As-S system can contain as

much as 35 at.% of Ag as a result of photodoping. The morphology of Ag

-doped As2S3 samples was also studied. The silver states and their

effects on physical properties in doped As2S3 are elaborated in terms of

the charged defects model,(49-50) and Ag atoms behave as a negative

charged defect killer.

Work on the structural,optical and chemical properties of amorphous

As2S3 films subjected to silver injection process by the electrochemical

method will study in Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 summerizes the results of this investigation, followed

by recommendations for additional study. The readers, who are interest-

ing on the optical changes of As-S glass systems during band-gap illumi-

nation and its applications as an optical storage medium, should refer

to works previously done by Keneman( 45 )and Hou (47 ) at this department.
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CHAPTER 2

THE SENSITIVITIES AND MICROSTRUCTURE APPLICATIONS
of As2S3 INORGANIC RESISTS

In this chapter, the different exposure characteristics of As2S3

as an inorganic resist are described. Since As2S3 thin films are to

be used throughout, their preparation Is described In Section 2.1.

In Section 2.2 the definitions of basic terms, such as sensitivity

and contrast, are given. Next, the sensitivity of the resist for
lithographic application is evaluated with an ultraviolet source.

Today there is a demand for submicron dimensions in IC technology.

For present methods in optical lithography, the resolution is limited

by the diffraction of light. Since x-ray and electron-beam exposure
systems were established as a viable fabrication technique in the
1970's, the sensitivities of these As2S3 resists to x-ray and electron-

beam exposure are also examined. In Sec. 2.4, the etch rates of the

As2S3 thin films are determined by the in situ optical monitoring

method. This technique developed by Chang et. al. is briefly des-

cribed. In order to fncrease the sensitivity of As2S3 with respect to
different exposure sources, AgC1-As2S3 or metallic Ag-As2S3 composite

films were employed. The sensitivity of these composite resists is

compared with the pure As2S3 thin film. Other techniques to tocrease

the sensitivity are also described in Sec. 2.5. In the last section,

various fabrication applications of these novel Inorganic resists are



presented.

2.1 PAEPARATION OF Ash THIN FILMS

Two common ways of preparing amorphous solids are (a) by con-

densation from the vapor as in thermal evaporation, sputtering, glow-

discharge decomposition of a gas, or other methods of deposition, or

(b) by cooling from a melt. The first method produces thin films

while the second yields bulk material. Invariably there are struc-

tural differences between the same material prepared by different

methods, and these must be considered in any intercomparison of

properties with other people's results. Because of the large variety

of such chalcogenide glass systems, classification of these materials

becomes difficult, particularly in view of the freedom of amorphous

systems to depart from stoichiometric proportions of the constituents.

However, for any given group of elements it is not normally possible

to form glasses for all compositions. The extent of the glass-forming

region In As-S is displayed in Fig. 2.1.(1.2) It shows part of sys-

tem between 55 and 100 at. % S is a glassy region. As2S3 thin films

with thickness less than a few microns were prepared by vacuum eva-

poration. The evaporation source was bulk Servofrax R A 2S3 glass.

The evaporation system is schematically shown In Fig. 2.2. In this

system the background pressure was in the 10'7 torr range before

evaporation and about 5 x 10.6 torr during evaporation. The evapora-

tion rate and film thickness were monitored by a Sloan crystal thick-

ness monitor DTM-4. After deposition of the thin film, the system
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was normally cooled under high vacuum for 3-4 hours before the samples

were taken out. The as-deposited As2S3 films are amorphous as deter-

mined by x-ray and electron-beam diffraction. A detailed film charac-

terization is presented in a later chapter.

2.2 BASIC DEFINITIONS

Before further discussion of inorganic resists and the effect of

radiation, it is necessary to establish some basic definitions that

will be used throughout the remainder of this dissertation.

The terms negative and positive photoresists are derived from

photographic practice, but in the case of photoresists have the follow-

ing specific meanings: A positive photoresist on exposure to light

undergoes a chemical transformation that increases its solubility In

subsequent developing solutions. A negative photoresist on exposure

to light reacts to decrease Its solubility in developing solutions.

The same definition is also applied to x-ray and electron-beam resists.

The term sensitivity characterizes a resist's relative reactivity to

an exposure source. The sensitivity of a resist is defined as the

exposure energy required to achieve the desired degree of chemical

reaction in order to produce a lithographically useful image. Sensi-

tivity increases as the required exposure energy or electron dose

decreases.

For positive resists the sensitivity is more specifically. 4e-

fined as the exposure energy or electron dose required to produce

complete solubility of the exposed region in a solvent while not

~,- - ---~--. o



affecting or thinning the unexposed region. For negative resist the

definition of sensitivity is more complex. in general. we define the

expiosure energy or electron dose necessary to produce 50% remaining

film thickness as the sensitivity for a negative resist. The relative

sensitivity and contrast of resist systems on exposure are best

illustrated by characteristic curves analogous to the H & D (after

Hurter and Driffield) curves of classical photography, which are plots

of developed density versus logarithm of exposure energy. The curve

for the AshS resists is obtained by measuring developed resist thick-

ness relative to its coated thickness as a function of total exposureI energy or electron dose received. Such characteristic curves for
negative resists are illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The contrast, y,, of a

resist is defined as the slope of the linear portion of the logarithm

of exposure energy or electron dose E versus remaining film thickness

curve and is given by

E1
yu a log Ii

£0, Ei are given in Fig. 2.3.

The resolution of a resist is defined as the maximum number of

lines per unit length that can be written under the optimum exposure

condition. The units are usually given as lines/u. or alternatively

the resolution can be quoted as a minimum linewidth in vm..The

resolution capability of a resist is related to the contrast.
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2.3 SENSITIVITY EVALUATION OF As2 S3 FILMS WITH RESPECT TO PHOTO-.

X-RAY AND ELECTRON-BEAM EXPOSURE

2.3.1 Ultraviolet Exposure

300 m films of AsS 3 were used for all of the sensitivity

evaluations. For UV exposure, the exposure source was a 200 W high

pressure mercury lamp in a Kasper Model 17A mask aligner with a power

density of about 90 mw/cm2 on the sample plane. The samples were ex-

posed for various lengths of time through a quartz mask with a 6 Um

line width grating and then etched in a 0.03 N NaOH solution. The

exposed and unexposed portions of the film etched concurrently but at

different etch rates. As2S3 behaves as a negative resist since the

unexposed portion was etched more quickly. When the unexposed portion

was completely removed, the sample was pulled out of the etching so-

lution and rinsed in deionized water. The remaining film thickness

In the exposed region was measured with a Sloan Angstrometer. The

remaining film thickness versus the logarithm of exposure energy is

shown in Fig. 2.43) Approximately 30 Joules/cm2 is required in order

to obtain the maximum of 40% of the initial film thickness. The sen-

sitivity of As2S3 is very poor compared to the exposure energy of

about 0.2 Joules/cm2 or less required for the typical organic polymer

resists. For a thinner film, the saturation exposure energy can be

reduced. Several other procedures can be employed to improve the

sensitivity of the As2S3 films. These will be presented In a later

section.
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2.3.2 X-Ray Exposure

For x-ray exposure, an x-ray generating system equipped

with a.4 kv high voltage supply was used. A schematic of the x-ray

exposure system is shown in Fig. 2.5. In this system, high energy

electrons are accelerated from a tungsten source and focused by a

static magnetic field onto an aluminum target to produce the Al Kz
S

x-ray line with wavelength 8.34 A. The common disadvantage of con-

ventional x-ray sources is the low efficiency. (Efficiency- x-ray

power/electron beam power < 104 ). Today most x-ray generating sys-

tems use a rotating anode source n ) or a synchrotron radiation source. S)

In order to expose a resist selectively, a mask must be used that con-

sists of an x-ray absorbing material, such as gold, patterned on a

slightly absorbing substrate. The x-ray mask fabrication technique is

described by Kolwicz.(6) In this work an x-ray mask with a minimum

linewidth 0.75 um, obtained from Hughes Aircraft Incorporated, was

used to study the sensitivity and resolution of the As2S3 resists.

Unfortunately, the sensitivity of As2S3 to x-ray radiation is so poor

that the image can not be developed even after a 6 hours x-ray ex-

posure. Another reason is the low efficiency of the x-ray generating

system. In Sec. 2.5, the x-ray sensitivity of a Ag-As2S3 composite

resists will be discussed.

2.3.3 Electron-Beam Exposure

Suhara et. al.(7) have determined that amorphous chalco-

genide semiconductor films irradiated by electron beams undergo a change7 7
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in index of refraction similar to the light-induced refractive index

increase. In this section, the effects of electron-beam Irradiation

anl' the properties of As2S3 based inorganic electron resists are

described. Other amorphous arsenic chalcogenide semiconductors, such

as Se-Ge, also show the same electron-beam exposure effect.(8
13)

Electron-beam exposure was carried out by Drs. H.T. Yuan

and C.H. Shaw of the Central Research Laboratory of Texas Instrument

Incorporated. They used a scanning electron system at an accelerating

voltage of 20 KV with an electron beam current of 10-9 - 10.10 amperes.

The electron dosage ranged from 4 x 10 Coul/cm2 to 1 x 10- Coul/cm2.

For calibration purposes, one polymethyl methacrylate (PMIA) slice

was also exposed on the same electron-beam machine. After exposure,

the As2S3 films were developed in 0.03 N NaOH aqueous solution to

remove the unexposed region. (PMMA was developed in a 40% methyl

ethyl ketone In 2-propanol standard solution). In their machine, the

electron dosage at optimum PKMA exposure was about 1 x 10
-4 coul/cm2

with approximately ± 5% accuracy. The developed pattern on PMMA is

shown in Fig. 2.6. The smallest linewidth in the pattern Is about

0.25 VIm. The same pattern on As2S3 after development is also shown

in Fig. 2.6.

The remaining As2S3 film thickness versus the logarithm

of electron dose was estimated by comparing the remaining As2S3 film

thickness after development with the calibrated sample hailng'known

thickness measured by the Sloan Angstrometer. The results are shown

/ "z
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Fig.2.6 Photomicrographs of AshS (a) and PMMA (b) after electron

beam exposure with a beam current of 101 amp at 20 KY.

The AshS film was developed in 0.03M NaOH for 1 minute.



in Fig. 2.7. One can not directly compare the sensitivity between

As2S3 and PM'A because PMMA behaves as a positive resist and As2S3 as

a nigative resist under electron beam exposure. However, the AsS 3

resist has a saturated electron dosage at about 5 x 10
.5 Coul/cm2

for the maximum of 50% of the initial film thickness. But the con-

trast in As2S3 resists is poorer than PFttA. The same proximity

effect is observed in both resists in the higher electron dosage

region. The detailed mechanism of the effect is not fully understood

at present, however, the most probable interpretation is that the

effect may be due to a structural change of the amorphous state under

electron beam exposure. No crystallization occurred upon exposure

as determined by the scanning electron microscope.

2.4 ETCH RATE DETERMINATIONS AND DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCY OF GRATING
IN As2S3 FILMS

2.4.1 Etch Rate Determinations in As2S3 Films in NaOH

Aqueous Solutions

When an AsS 3 film is etched in a NaOH aqueous solution,

using a He-Ne laser at 632.8 nm wavelength as the monitoring beam.

the transmitted laser beam intensity will show interference extrema

L(1415)as the film thickness changes. If the transmitted beam in-

tensity and the etching time are recorded by a x-t recorder during

the etching process, then the etch rate of the film in the solution

can be calculated by the formula

I am (2-1)

p.'. _
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provided that the refractive index n2 of the film Is known. As is

the difference between extrema index and At* Is the corresponding

ettIhing-time. Fig. 2.8 shows the typical observed transmitted light

intensity as a function of etching time for an unexposed and an UV

exposure-saturated AsS 3 film 400 nm thick. The etch rates are cal-

culated from Eq. (2-1) to be ru a 41 A/sec and rs - 25 A/sec for the

unexposed and exposure-saturated films at 210C, respectively. The

corresponding refractive index used in the calculation are na - 2.447

and ns - 2.569, respectively.(16) The etch rate ratio between the

unexposed and exposure saturated films is equal to 1.7, giving rise

to a maximum of 40% of the initial film thickness remaining. This

same technique can also be used to monitor CF4 plasma etching. This

will be described in the next chapter.

2.4.2 Diffraction Efficiency of Gratings in As2S3 Films in
Plasma Etching

(17
Chang and Hou ( 7) reported the diffraction efficiency in

chalcogenide glass thin films during the liquid-phase chemical etch-

ing process. The arrangement of the optical monitoring technique for

etching control Is shown in Fig. 2.9. A 6 Um grating pattern was

fabricated by UV exposure through a mask. The first order diffracted

beam was monitored by a photodetector. When the 0.03 N KaOH etchant

was poured Into the cell, the diffraction efficienty as a function of

etching time was obtained from a recorder. The diffraction efficiency,

in; defined as the ratio of the light Intensity diffracted Into the

• -'I
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first order beam to the light intensity incident on the grating, is

equal to ( 17 )

2

in(t w (s - nl) 0(te) (2-2)ne)" I A1{X}

where J1 is the first order Bessel function, te is the etching time,

i is the refractive index of etching solution, and D is the peak-to-

trough height of the phase grating. For the thin film case etching

can be stopped when the diffraction efficiency reaches its maximum

and begins to decrease. This maximum diffraction efficiency corresponds

to complete removal of the unexposed portion of the film and a clear

pattern is delineated. This method is applied to the plasma etching

process as well. The CF4 plasma was used to etch a number of films

grown with and without Ag or AgCl overlayers. A 6 u.,-grating was

fabricated in these various films. The resulting diffraction effici-

encies are given in Fig. 2.10. The detailed experimental conditions

are given in the next chapter. The maximum diffraction efficiency n

for the Ag-doped As2S3 in the composite film structures is much higher

than the undoped As2S3 sample. The complex appearance of the diffrac-

tion efficiency curves is due to the multiple internal reflection re-

sulting from the As2S3 film and the substrate interface. In Fig. 2.10

(b), the diffraction efficiency curve does not show the interference

effect. That is because the exposed portion on the Ag-overcoated

As2S3 film is almost unetchable in the CF4 plasma so that the thlQck-

neis on the exposed portion remains the same during the etching process.
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2.5 Ag-DOPED As2S3 COMPOSITE RESISTS

The observation of Ag photodoping in amorphous chalcogenide glass

films goes back at least to 1964. In a study of photodecomposition of

PbI2, Tubb et. al. (18 ) observed that the electron beam induced a chemi-

cal reaction between PbI2 and an aluminized substrate. In 1966

Kostyshin et. al. 119) extended the study of photodecomposition to many

other compounds, such as Cu!, CuCl, As2S3, Sb2S3 , PbS, CdS and Sb1 3.

In their paper, they reported that films of these compounds deposited

on metal substrates were capable of giving a visible image during the

process of exposure itself, without additional heating. They believed

that the photographic sensitivity of these semiconducting films is the

consequence of photochemical changes in the substance of the film,

including photodissociation of the film material, mutual diffusion of

the components of the film and the substrate, and the formation of

new compounds. These authors also displayed high-quality optical

images from PbI2-Ag and As2S3-Ag systems. This phenomenon is now

generally referred to as photodoping and has been exploited by many

researchers. (20-38)

2.5.1 Ag-doped As2S3 Composite Resists

It was noted above that the sensitivity of As2S3 resists

is poor compared to that of organic polymer photoresists. Since

metallic silver is a fast diffuser in As2S3 films upon light exposure,

metallic Ag-overcoated As2S3 films were first used to increase the

*2S3



sensitivity for patterning purposes. Although the sensitivity Is

increased, the problem of silver auto-doping during the metallic silver

evaporation process and following steps prevented the use of metallic

Ag-As S3 composite resists for microlithographic applications. Recent-
(33

ly Kolwicz and Chang(39 ) suggested a composite resist structure for

sensitivity enhancement with a layer of AgC1 on top of the As2S3 film.

They found that the sensitivity of the composite film is a factor of

ten better than that of the undoped As2S3 film under ultraviolet ex-

posure. Hwang et. al.( 40) applied a pulsed electric field during UV

exposure and further increased the sensitivity of the AgCl-As2S3 com-

posite resist to within the same order of magnitude of that of organic

polymer photoresists. In this study no attempt was made to improve

the quality of evaporated silver halide films. The details of the

preparation of evaporated films of silver halides are reported by

Junod at. al. (41 ) The objective of this section is to study the sensi-

tivities of this AgCl-As2S3 composite resists with respect to ultra-

violet, x-ray and electron-beam exposure. The techniques developed

in the previous sections are applied for the characterization of this

composite resist structure.

2.5.2 The Evaluation of AgCl-As2S3 Composite Film Resists

Photolithography using an AgCl-As2S3 composite resist

suggested by Kolwicz and Chang(39) is schematically shown 1n'Ft. 2.11

together with that of pure As2S3 resists. The thickness of the As2S3

film is about 300 rm and the thickness of AgCl is about 20 im. Both

/>
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Fig.2.11 Photolithography process of (a)a AgCl-As2S3 composite photo-

resist and (b)an As2S3 resist.



films were vacuum evaporated. Upon ultraviolet exposure, at least a

three-step process is believed to take place: A photostructural

(42)
change. in the As2S3 film, a photodissociation in silver halide

film (43), and a photostimulated solid state chemical reaction(21,44)

between the photodissociated silver halide and the photosensitive

chalcogenide glass film. This process can be expressed as
*

As2S3  hv As2S3  (photostructural change)

AgCl a Ag + Cl- (photodissociation)

Ag+ + As2S3  hv -w AgAs2S3  (photostimulated solid
state chemical reaction)

The detailed mechanisms of the photodoping process will be discussed

in a later chapter.

The exposed area thus forms a material that is resistant

to the etchant for the chalcogenide glass film. A fixing-step after

exposure is required to remove the unexposed AgCl before the develop-

ment process. Fixing is achieved by dipping the sample into a dilute

aqueous solution consisting of 1 part of Kodak Rapid fixer A and 3

parts of deionized water for 5 minutes. A negative image is obtained.

The characteristic curve of the remaining thickness of the AgCl-As2S3

composite resist versus the logarithm of UV exposure energy is shown

In Fig. 2.4 together with the characteristic curve for the pure As2S3

resist for comparison. A 100% remaining film thickness is'obtained

at an exposure energy about 3 Joules/cm2 which shows that the composite

film is much more sensitive than the pure As2S3 film. The contrast of



this composite resist is also improved. Hwang et. al.( 40) demonstrated

that the sensitivity of AgCI-As2S3 composite resists can be Increased

further when a pulsed electric field is applied across the composite

resist during light exposure. The sample is placed on an aluminum

plate which, together with the high conductivity Si wafer substrate,

acts as the bottom electrode. The top electrode is an ultraviolet

transparent, electrically conductive tin oxide coated borosilicate

glass plate. In order to increase the sensitivity, the top electrode

must be at a positive potential with respect to the bottom electrode.

Conversely, reversed polarity of the pulsed electric field will reduce

the sensitivity. This is understandable if the AgCl-As2S3 resist sensi-

tivity depends on the speed of silver ion transport and the depth of

silver ion penetration into the As2S3 . A dc electric field has no

effect on the sensitivity of the composite resist. Possibly it is due

to the scrrening of the field by the silver ions in the interface be-

tween AgCl and As2S3 films that prevents the silver ion going into the

As2S3 film. Fig. 2.12 shows the patterns defined by UV exposure and

developed by dry and wet etching processes, respectively.

The sensitivity of the AgCI-As2S3 composite resist is also

superior to As2S3 for x-ray and electron-beam exposure. This study

shows that the sensitivities of AgC1-As2S3 resists to x-ray and elec-

tron -beam exposure are at least one order of magnitude better than

that of the As2S3 films. Fig. 2.13 (a) shows the pattern on the com-

posite resist after x-ray exposure for 2 hours and developing by CF4
plasma. For the electron-beam exposure the sensitivity of the AgC1-
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As2S3 composite resist is estimated at about 10-6 Coul/cm
2 . Fig. 2.13

(b) shows the pattern developed by CF4 plasma. Upon x-ray and electron-

beam exposure, this composite resist not only shows higher sensitivity,

but also higher contrast. It is shown that a thin cap of a Ag-doped

As2S3 layer forming near the surface in the exposed region of the

AgCl-As2S3 resist is sufficient to transfer the pattern into the under-

lying film. Another advantage of this composite resist is that the

resolution available in the amorphous As2S3 film is retained in the

(3)composite structure. A grating pattern with a periodicity of

0.27 U was fabricated and a minimum linewidth of 0.1 Um was resolved

by Hou and Chang.(4 5) The high resolution ability of the composite

resist is also shown in x-ray and electron-beam exposures. Nagai et.

al.( 46) first demonstrated the use of Ag-doped Se-Ge glass films as

an inorganic resist and a resolution of better than 30 nm was reported

for this resist by Tai et. al. (4 7) There is no doubt that a few hun-

dred angstroms linewidth could be resolved in the AgCl-As2S3 composite

resist if more advanced exposure facilities were available in this

laboratory.

The AgCl-As2S3 composite resist has been shown to be a

promising structure for pattern generation applications. However, the

phenomenon of Ag photodoping In As2S3 films and other chalcogenide

glass films, such as Ge2S3, As2Se3, etc., is complex. To date there

is neither a complete description of this process nor a real under-

standing of the mechanism. In Chapters 4 and 5, the Ag doping process

will be further studied with different characterizing techniques

I4
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together with the presentation of our interpretation of this compli-

cated process.

2.6 DIRECT DEVICE FABRICATION

Recently, amorphous chalcogenide semiconductors have received

increasing attention as promising materials for various novel appli-

cations such as an inorganic resist for microlithography, optical In-

,tegrated circuits and solid state ion-selective sensors in electro-

chemistry. In this section the potential applications In device fabri-

cation will be briefly discussed.

The As2S3 inorganic resist contains arsenic, a dopant for silicon

device fabrication. As a photoformable dopant it can be used as a

diffusion source after patterning. Thus a considerable simplification

in the overall device processing is expected. Fig. 2.14 shows the

schematics. A mask aligner can be used for pattern generation. After

patterning the remaining As2S3 film defines the diffusion region.

Since the diffusion source As2S3 has a low melting temperature of

about 400C and high vapor pressure above 2500C which are well below

the temperature needed in the diffusion process, it is necessary to

encapsulate the source with S1O 2 or St3N4 layers of 500 nm thickness

produced either by electron-beam sputtering or a low temperature low

pressure plasma deposition technique. The S-containing As2S3 is not

suitable as a direct dopant source since the sulfur vapor will attack

the silicon surface at high temperature. One way to avoid the sulfur

'4d



Fig.2.14 Comparison of the conventional device fabrication processes

and the proposed device fabrication processes using As2S3

as a source.
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vapor erosion Is to convert the remaining As2S3 film into As203 with

an oxygen plasma, and then encapsulate the film with a plasma-deposited

S|0 2 or Si3N4 layer at about 1506C. This will be described in the next

chapter. In the low pressure plasma deposition system, the sample

temperature can be controlled through a water-cooled silicon-carbide-

coated graphite substrate holder and the distance between the sample

and the center of the induction coil. The details of the plasma de-

position technique is described elsewhere.(48) The differential etch-

Ing of As2S3 in a CF4 plasma and the conversion of the As2S3 film into

As20 3 in an 02 plasma have been demonstrated in this laboratory.
(49 ,50)

A low pressure plasma deposition system has been built and a plasma-

deposited S13N4 layer has been prepared by using a mixture of silane

and ammonia gas with Ar as a carrier gas. A complete dry processing

for device fabrication is thus possible. A simple p-n junction has

been fabricated in this way by Chang et. al.(50)

)
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CHAPTER 3

PLASMA ETCHING OF AS253 FILMS

Recent developments in lithographic techniques have permitted a

reduction in feature size in photo, x-ray, and electron sensitive resist

masks into a range where conventional liquid phase chemical etching is

no longer a viable means of transfer of the resist pattern into under-

( lying inorganic material. Accordingly, there has been a growing

emphasis on the use of gas phase, plasma-assisted etching methods,

which offer the potential for very high resolution pattern transfer.

This potential is linked to the fact that charged particles from the

plasma are directed onto the surface being etched in such a manner that

the vertical etch rate can be made to greatly exceed the lateral etch

rate (i.e., anisotropic etching).

Under the generic title "Plasma-assisted etching" will be included

milling, sputter-etching, reactive ion etching, and plasma etching.

Although all of these techniques utilize plasma activated species, the

mechanisms involved in the etching processes differ. Ion etching (ion

milling or sputter-etching) is a physical process in which high energy

(typically several hundred or a few thousand ev) noble gas ions are

directed at the film surface and etching occurs by momentum- transfer

whfle plasma etching occurs primarily by chemical reaction. Between

these two extremes is a parameter space referred to as reactive ion



etching (RIE). In this mode, reactive gases are used and substrates are

exposed to ion energies of several hundred electron volts. Ion energies

are sufficient to produce anisotropic etching but are not high enough to

produce significant physical sputtering rates. In ion milling, the ions

are generated in a plasma far from the substrate and are subsequently

accelerated, while in sputter-etching the substrate is an integral part

of the cathode In a parallel plate discharge.

Plasma etching employs a glow discharge to generate the active

species from a relatively inert molecular gas. The active species are

transported to the substrate where they react to produce volatile pro-

ducts. In general, plasma etching is carried out using a higher

pressure discharge than is normal for ion etching methods and etching

occurs predominantly by direct chemical reaction. Also the plasma etch

rate is far higher than In Ion milling. Plasma-assisted etching tech-

niques have been intensively developed in the past few years and several

review articles have been published. (1"14) A summary of dry etching

processes is shown in Table 3.1. The differences between the wet-

chemical and dry etching processes is given in Fig. 3.1.

In order to understand the etching mechanism in the plasma discharge

will be given in Section 3.2. The plasma etching systems which include

barrel-and parallel-plate-type reactors are discussed in detail in

Section 3.3. An in-situ double-beam monitoring technique Is also des-

cribed In this section. The details of the plasma etching of Ar2S3

films are presented in Section 3.4. The macroscopic modeling of the



(1) resist coating (AZ 1350)

(2) prebaking at 800C

(3) UV exposure

(4) development (pattern generation)

(dry process) (wet process)*

(5) plasma etching (5) postbaking at 1300 C

(pattern transfer) (6) cooling

(6) plasma resist stripping (7) etching (pattern

transfer)

(8) rinse

(9) resist removal

(10) dry

Flg.3.1 Comparison of dry and wet etching processes
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dependence of plasma etch rates on the gas flow rates and pressures

together with the tentatively proposed chemical reactions of As 2 S3

thin films in the CF4 plasma are given in the following section. The

plasma oxidation of As 2 S3 films produces crystalline As2O3 and a

phenomnenological explanation is presented in the final section.

3.2 BASIC CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PHENOMENA IN LOW PRESSURE PLASMA

A plasma can be loosely defined as an assembly of positively and

negatively charged particles which is electrically neutral on a macro-

scopic scale. The plasma used for semiconductor applications is pro-

duced by applying a high-frequency electric field across a body of gas.

The discharge is Initiated when an electron is released by some means,

such as photoionization or field emission, in a gas to which an elec-

tric field is applied. The free electrons gain energy from the

electric field and lose this energy through collisions with neutral

gas molecules. This transfer of energy to the molecules leads to the

formation of a variety of new species including metastables, atoms,

free radicals, and ions. These products are active chemically and

can serve as precursors to the formation of new stable compounds. The

reactions of plasma produced species with gaseous or solid materials

gives rise to either the deposition (i.e.. plasma deposition) or etch-

ing (i.e., plasma etching) of thin film. Fundamentals of plasma

chemistry and physics related to the plasma etching is given below.



3.2.1 Chemical Reactions in Plasmas

The chemistry which takes place in a plasma is usually quite

complex and involves a large number of elementary reactions. In every

case, reactions are initiated by collisions between energetic free elec-

trons and gas molecules to form various active species. The nature of

the final product is governed by the reactions which these precursors

subsequently undergo. The chemical reactions which occur in a plasma,

in general, can be divided into the following groups: (i) electron-

impact reactions, (ii) inelastic collisions between heavy particles,

(and (iii) heterogeneous reactions. A brief discussion of these reactions

is given below.

(I) Electron-Impact Reactions
115 18)

The rate at which active species are produced in a plasma

is closely related to the electron density and average energy. The

relation between the generation rate r1 and the electron density and

average energy is given by

r1 a kI n eN

where ne is the electron density, N the concentration of a reactant,

and k the rate coefficient. The rate coefficient can be expressed
as~15 )

. 112

k1  112 a(E) f (E) dE

0



where E is the electron energy, a(E) the reaction cross section, f(E)

the electron energy distribution function, and me the electron mass.

(ii) Inelastic Collisions between Heavy Particles
(19g 20)

The species produced by electron-impact reactions can

react further either with each other or with molecules of the gas

sustaining the plasma to yield a variety of new ionic and free radical

species. The rate is given by

r2a k2 N1 N "

where N, Ni are concentrations of species 1, J involved in the reaction,

respectively. The rate coefficient, k2 , depends on the effective

temperatures (kBT) of the involved species.

(iii) Heterogeneous Reactions (20 )

In addition to participating in homogeneous reactions, the

species produced in a plasma can also undergo a wide range of herero-

geneous reactions. These types of reactions occur at surfaces in con-

tact with the plasma and are quite important in the processing of

semiconductor materials. In particular, if the active species reacting

with the material form volatile compounds which are removed from the

system by some means, then the etching process occurs (i.e. plasma

etching). The reaction rates of heterogeneous reactions depend on

the temperature of the reacting surface and the energy and concentration



of the active species. The details of these reactions were described

by Carter et. al.
(21)

A list of elementary processes occurring in the plasma (i.e.,

homogeneous reactions) and at the interface between a plasma and a

solid surface (I.e., heterogeneous reactions) was given by Bell.
(22)

3.2.2 Basic Physical Phenomena in Low Pressure Plasmas

One recognizes that, as a feature is being etched, the

surface is subjected to a flux of ions and/or electrons. Therefore

all etching characteristics could be very dependent on this radiation

effect.(23) Since the energies of charged particles are a function

of the potential distribution In the glow dischargethese potentials

are discussed below.

There are several potentials of interest in the rf glow

discharge system. The first is the plasma potential, * . The plasma

potential is the potential of the glowing part of the glow discharge

and is the most positive potential anywhere in the system. In general

it is the reference potential of the glow discharge. The floating

potential, #f, is the potential at which equal numbers of electrons

and ions arrive at a surface that is not externally biased or grounded.

It is related to the electron temperature (Te) by the approximate

relation
(24)

"r1T e n ( a '

2*

Me...*.



where mt is the ion mass. The difference between the plasma and float-

ing potentials determines the maximum energy with which ions collide

with an. electrically floating surface.

The space immediately adjacent to a solid surface, such

as insulated substrates, in which the transition from the plasma po-

tential to the potential on the surface occurs is known as the ion

sheath or dark space. This is the region through which positive Ions

are accelerated toward the surface and electrons and negative ions are

accelerated away from the surface. The thickness of the ion sheath is

related to the electron mean free path and Increases with decreasing

gas pressure. The potential distribution *(y) (where y - 0 is the

floating electrode surface) in the sheatt, Illustrated in Fig. 3.2,

can be shown to be(16).

f(y) - ff e

where D s the Debye length. The Debye length defines the distance

over which a charge imbalance can exist. One conclusion from this

result is that the spatial extent of the sheath is of the order of

the Debye length. In the plasma the concentrations of positive and

negative charge carriers are approximately equal. This criterion is

satisfied when the dimension of the discharged gas volume are signi-

ficantly larger than the Debye length(15).

CO kS Te. 1/2
'D) %nee-

no

0 ..i . .. . ..
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Fig.3.2 The steady-state potential distribution fov, a fl~oating
electrode in contact with a plasma. 4s Is referred as
floating potential and ID Debye length.



where reais the permittivity of free space, T a is the effective electron

temperature which differs from the gas temperature in general, ks is

the Boltzmann constant, and e is the electron charge.

Reactors used for plasma etching and deposition may be

classified broadly as tube and parallel-plate reactors. The details

of both reactors will be given in the next section. The average

potentials in both reactors are shown in Fig. 3.3. In the tube

reactor the potential distribution is synmmetric across the tube. In

the parallel-plate reactors the largest potential difference is found

( between the plasma and the capacitively coupled electrode, but

significant potential can develop across the plasma and the floating

or grounded surfaces in contact with the discharge. The ratio of

these potentials has been shown to be area dependent. (25)

3.3 PLASMA ETCHING SYSTEM AND END POINT DETECTION

3.3.1 Plasma Etching System

The essential components of an etching system include a

vacuum chamber and pump, a rf power supply, and gas handling equipment

to monitor and control the flow of gas to the reactor. A schematic

of the plasma etching system is shown In Fig. 3.4. In this study

both tube and parallel-plate reactors were used. Fig. 3.5 shows

schematically the two most commnon techniques for coupling rf power

into tube reactors. In the capacitively coupled reactor (Fig. 3.5S

(a)). the rf power is coupled through the capacitance of the dielectric

wall of the tube. In the inductively
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coupled reactor (Fig. 3.5 (b)), the rf power is also coupled capacitively

through the wall except that the coupling is nonuniform. The non-

uniformity is insignificant if the operating pressure in the reactor

is high (> 1 torr). (26-27 ) To improve uniformity, most tube reactors

employ gas inlet manifolds arranged to provide uniform gas flow over

the substrates. In addition to this, the so-called etch-tunnel was

introduced to enhance the etching uniformity. (29.30)

Fig. 3.6 shows schematically two basic configurations in

parallel-plate reactors. When the substrate rests on a grounded or

floating electrode with the rf electrode above, the system can be

used either for plasma etching or deposition. If the substrate rests

on the rf electrode, it is a conventional rf sputter-etching system

and can only be used for a variant of plasma etching known as reactive

ion etching (RIE). There are several advantages in this type of

reactor. First, the temperature of the substrate can be easily con-

trolled by the use of heating elements or circulating water through

a hollow electrode. Second, the concentration of active species can

be homogenized through the bulk of the plasma by controlling the flow

pattern of the gas (31) and the uniform electric field in this diode-

like structure.

It has been pointed out that all etching anisotropy is
(23)caused by positive Ions and/or electrons radiation to some degree

Anifsotropic etching means that the etch rate of the surface is
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substantially larger than the etch rate of the sidewalls. As a feature

is being etched, the surface is subjected to a flux of ions and/or

electrons whereas the sidewalls are subjected to a greatly diminished

energetic particle flux. Accordingly, better etching directionality

and profile control have been reported in parallel-plate system as

compared to the barrel system.

3.3.2 End Point Detection

In pattern transfer applications it is desirable to have

some means of end point detection, i.e., a method of determining when

the etched layer is completely removed and the underlying layer is

reached. Currently, there are several methods of end point detection.

One is mass spectroscopy (3 ) and another is optical emission spectro-

scopy (3335) . In both methods, the end point is detected when the

amplitude of particularly sensitive etch gas component (for mass

spectrometer) or emission lines (for spectrophotometer) changes as

the desired layer is etched. For example, in Si and Si3N4 etching,

monitoring F emission lines from the CF4-02 mixture plasma gas allows

the etching end point to be determined easily. 36 ) In addition to

these methods, a simple optical Interferometric technique has been

developed that can be used for both end point determination and in

situ etch rate monitoring. (3'-39) In comparison to the two spectro-

scopic methods described above, the interferometric method is generally

easier to set up and uses less expensive equipment.



An in situ optical monitoring technique is schematically

shown in Fig. 3.7(40) The monitoring laser wave-length 6328 A was

obtained from a He-Ne laser. A beam splitter was used. One beam for

the freshly prepared As2S3 film and the other for the UV exposed

As2S3 film. This is necessary to maintain identical etching conditions

so a true etching difference can be determined. The transmitted light

intensities were detected and recorded continuously during plasma

etching. This technique established the time dependence of the etch

rate. The acquisition of etch rates from the recorded transmitted

light intensities was described in the previous chapter.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS

3.4.1 Experimental Techniques

600 rn thick As2S3 films on glass substrates were used

throughout the plasma etching experiments. Aside from the pure

As2S3 layers, two different structures were used for Ag photodoping

experiments. They are represented by AglAs2S3 ISiO2 and As2S3 jAgjSiO 2,

corresponding to Ag overcoating and undercoating, respectively. For

the AgjAs2S3ISiO 2 structure, the excess Ag on the unexposed portion

of the film was removed with dilute nitric acid before the plasma

etching process.

A small commercial tube reactor PLASMODTM (Manufactured

by Tegal Corp.) was used in the plasma etching experiment. It has a

rf power of 0-100 W continuously variable at 13.56 MHz. The inner
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chamber has a diameter of 10.5 cm and height of 15.5 cm. To control

the experimental conditions for reproducible results. the following

procedure was established. A dummy run of about 20 minutes was per-

formed every time the system was to be used. The purpose was to

eliminate water vapor condensed in the inner chamber and to warm up

the system. When the sample was loaded, the reaction gas was allowed

to flow for a few minutes to establish equilibrium (i.e.. uniform

distribution of the etching gas) before turn on the rf power. An in

I' situ optical monitoring technique described previously was used in

plasma etching experiments.

3.4.2 Experimental Results

The plasma etching results for pure As2S 3 films, unexposed

and UV exposed, are shown in Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b), respectively. The

following plasma conditions were used: 0.36 torr reactor pressure,

25 W rf power, and 12 x 10-3 SCCM CF4 gas flow rate. The time required

to completely etch the UV exposed As 2S3 film (Fig. 3.8 (b)) is longer

than for the unexposed As2 S3 film (Fig. 3.8 (a)) with the same thick-

ness. This indicates that there is a suitable differential etch rate

for pattern delineation with As2 S3 as a negative resist. A noticeable

feature in Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b) is the decrease in time between con-

secutive interference maxima and minima as the etching time increases.

This nonuniform etch rate Is explained by the plasma heating effect.~4

This is a striking difference between plasma and wet chemical etching

processes (see Fig. 2.8).
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It was found that AgIAs2S3 1SiO 2 structure etched very

slowly in the CF4 plasma (Fig. 3.9 (a)). It is therefore quite.

suitable for patterning purpose. Fig. 3.9 (b) shows the etching

behavior of the As2S3 Ag SiO2 sample. Since the doping process

occurred at the bottom of the film and proceeded upward, the top

portion of the film etched at a faster rate, indicating insufficient

Ag photodoping. The Ag-photodoping layer thickness is estimated to

be about 100 nm. Applying this result to the AgIAs2S3 1SiO 2 structure,

one found that this 100 nm Ag-photodoped layer is sufficient to

protect the As2S3 underneath from the CF4 plasma etching.

Because of the plasma heating effect, the etch rate

increases as the etching time increases. It indicates that the etch

rate is non-uniform (Fig. 3.8). The etch rate of the AsS 3 film is

determined from the time At, it took from the first maximum (or

minimum) to the second maximum (or minimum) of the Intensity-time

trace, the refractive index of the film, n, and the wavelength of

the monitoring beamX. It can be expressed as
(38 39)

The etch rate calculated from the formula described above is only

slightly different from the average etch rate determined from the

known thickness of the film and the time it took for complete etching.

Etch rates of the pure and Ag-doped As2S3 film are shown In Table 3.2

together with the comparison of the etch rates for different etching
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techniques, wet and plasma etching processes.

The reaction gas flow rate was also varied to obtain a

maximum etch rate ratio between the unexposed and exposed As2S3 films.

The plasma reactor pressure was set at 0.36 torr as the CF4 gas flow

rate was varied. Fig. 3.10 shows the experimental results. It was

found that the etch rate ratio depends strongly on the gas flow rate.

The maximum ratio of 1.8 occurs at a rate of 12 x 10-3 SCCM with 25w

rf power and the flow rate at the maximum ratio shifts to a smaller

value as the rf power increases.

Grating patterns with a 6 Um linewidth were delineated by

plasma etching under optimum conditions and are shown in Fig. 3.11.

The corresponding first order diffraction efficiency continuously

monitored as a function of etching time is shown in Fig. 3.12. The

details were described previously in Chapter 2. These photomicrographs

together with the numerical values of grating efficiencies of the

various samples gives us qualitative information about the depth and

edge definition of the grating patterns. The Ag overcoated sample

gives the best result as anticipated. The electron micrograph of one

of the Ag overcoated As2S3 films after CF4 plasma etching is shown in

Fig. 3.13. The edge profile is tapered as we expected because of the

isotropic etching in the tube reactor. Additional efforts will be

required to improve the final image quality. However, the basic

principle of pattern delineation in inorganic resists by dry etching

has been demonstrated in this work.

L9
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Fig.3.12 Diffraction efficiency curves are corresponding
to the grating patterns shown in the previous figure.
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3.5 FACTORS CONTROLLING PLASM1A ETCH RATES

I _1It -is recognized that plasma etching, while conceptually simple,

encompasses several rather complex processes which are poorly under-

stood. The etching process depends not only on the complicated

phenomena occurring in the discharge itself. but also on the kinetic

details of the interaction of the solid with one or more active

species adsorbed at the solid surface. A detailed analysis which

could account for the influence of the many variables would be

difficult to formulate. Alternatively, by emplying reasonable

assumptions, a phenomenological treatment is possible. The most

important factors controlling plasma etching are given in this section.

3.5.1 Reactor Pressure and RF Power

For a given gas, both the pressure and power density

affect the electron energy distribution which, in turn, determine the

generation rates of active species. (41) It was found that the value

of Ee/p (E 0 is the effective electric field and P is the reactor

pressure) in a plasma plays an important role in determining the pro-

perties of the plasma and the rates at which chemical processes

occurring in it proceed. (42-43) In general, etch rates increase

monotonically with applied rf power (Fig. 3.14). At constant pressure,

the collision rate will be constant, under the assumption that.,the

collision cross sectional area is independent of energy, but average

electron energy will Increase when the existing electric field intensity
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increases as applied rf power is increased. As a result, the

generation rate of active species as well as the etch rate is increased.

On the.other hand, as pressure is increased at constant rf power density*

the collision rate will increase but the average electron energy will

decrease because the electric field will have less time to accelerate

an electron between successive collisions. As a result, the etch rate

decreases.

3.5.2. Flow Rate

Plasma etching is done under dynamic flow to replenish

continually the reactant species from the gas reservoir and remove

volatile products by the mechanical pump. Thus, a flow rate dependence

for the etch rate is expected. The residence time xr of the molecule

in the plasma Is determined by the flow rate of the reaction gas, F,

and reactor pressure, P. It can be expressed as
(44)

PV
r a 6

where V Is the reactor volume. Since the residence time of a molecule

Is inversely proportional to the flow rate, the generation rate of

active species as well as the etch rate will be decreased (Fig. 3.10).

This phenomenon is called the pumping rate limited etching process.
(44)

In this limiting case, active species will be swept through the reactor

too rapidly to accomplish etching. In the very low flow rate region,

,7/



the etch rate increases with the flow rate. This is simply due to

an increase in the supply of reactant gas (see Fig. 3.10).

Effects of other important parameters, such as rf fre-

quency (45) and substrate temperature, (46 ) in plasma etching are

described elsewhere.

3.6 ETCHING MECHANISMS OF As S3 FILMS IN A CF4 PLASMA

Before discussing the mechanism, it is instructive to consider

the steps which must occur during the etching of a surface with active

(23)gaseous species . A necessary first step is that the gas-phase

species diffuse from the flow stream and reach the etchable surface.

The next step is that the gas-phase species chemisorb on the surface.

In the case of molecular gases, this chemisorption will often involve

dissociation of the molecule. However, even in cases where chemisorption

is nondissociative, the radiation present in the plasma will usually

cause the adsorbed molecule to fragment. The next step is the formation

of the volatile reaction product through various chemical reactions

between the chemisorbed active species and the etchable material. The

fourth step is the desorption of the reaction product from the surface

and the last step is the diffusion of the desorbed materials into the

flow stream. These steps are illustrated In Fig. 3.15, using the model

for the etching of Si with molecular fluorine as an example. Any of

these steps could be rate limiting in the etching process and if any

one of them does not occur, then the surface will not be etched.

. .. . . .. - m . . . ... . . .. . . . . . .I
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In this work, the CF 4 plasma was used to etch As.S films. The

mechanism of the etching process is not understood at present. The

rf power excites the CF 4 gas molecules and dissociates some of them

into other species, such as ions, free radicals, and free electrons.

It is believed that dissociative processes in a CF 4 plasma produce

primarily positive ions, CF 3 +, negative ions, F_ and CF3  an fe

radicals, F and CF 3 '(9) Since the plasma potential is more positive

than the grounded or floating electrode (see Fig. 3.3) on which the

samples are resting, the negative ions do not usually contribute to

'thng 47-48) The possible species responsible for As 2 S3 etching

++

and F. For the CF 3  ion and CF 3 free radical, the etching action

is impeded by the carbon residue resulting from dissociative chemi-

sorption. The question of the role of carbon is discussed in detail

by Coburn and Winters. (23 ) Their model could be also applied to the

As2 S3  etching process in a CF4 plasma. For example, the system CF 3 -

As2S 3 is fluorine deficient with respect to the anticipated volatile

products of AsF5, SF 6 and CF V and, as a result, the CF 3 radical can-

not be thought of as a viable source of etching species. In other

words, fluorine from CF3 will be used up to form AsF5 and SF6 at the

As2S3 surface but the resulting carbon must also be removed by

fluorine from another source in order for the etching process to

continue. Fronm the above considerations, fluorine atoms or molecules

wil be the best candidates for As2S3 etching in a CF4 Plasma. The



overall reaction is tentatively written as

- As S3 + 28 F-.2 AsF5 + 3SF6

Here the role of oxygen is excluded deliberately to simplify the

problem. Fig. 3.16 Illustrates the possible model for CF4 plasma

etching in the As2S3 film.

3.7 THE PLASMA OXIDATION OF X40RPHOUS As, S3 FILMS

During etching studies of thermally evaporated thin films of

As2S3 using the plasma technique, As2S3 films were found to be sus-

ceptible to oxidation. The nature of the product and plasma con-

ditions governing the reaction are studied in this section.

0.5 uim thick As2S3 films were used. The plasma chamber pressure

was set at 0,1 torr and the 02 gas flow rate maintained at 15 x 10-2

SCCM, and the rf power was set at 100 W. Under these conditions an

appreciable oxidation of the As2S3 film occurred is 30 minutes.

The presence of crystalline material was noted by the appearance

of several Bragg reflections on the x-ray diffraction pattern. These

peaks were identified by position and relative intensity as being the

(111) and (222) reflections from the cubic phase of As 03. (49) The

(111) and (222) reflections, corresponding to lattice spacing of

6.394 and 3.195 A, respetively. gave the strongest intensities. In

some cases weak (333), (444) and (555) reflections were also observed.

No diffraction lines from crystalline sulfur were observed, though it
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has been established that prolonged photo-decomposition of As2S3 in

an oxidizing atmosphere results in the presence of both As.O3 and

sufur-crystals.(50) The x-ray diffraction pattern is shown in

Fig. 3.17. The oxidized surface was also examined by SEM and an

electron micrograph is displayed in Fig. 3.18. Most of the crys-

tallites show clearly defined (111) growth faces, most probably due

to the highly anisotropic As diffusion rate. In many cases these

appear to be parallel to the glass surface. An apparently non-

crystalline structure is also observed on the surface and it seems

likely that these may be sulfur-rich phases produced by the oxidation.

Also, specimens kept for a few days under normal atmospheric conditions

either in the dark or in artificial light do not show any oxidation.

Similar results were obtained by Berkes et. al.,
(51) Apling et. al.,( 52)

and Bowlt et. al. (53) using other oxidation techniques.

A phenomenological model was developed to describe the oxidation

behavior of As2S3. Although no direct evidence exists to identify the

resultant species, all of the information available suggest that the

following reaction occurs: (54. 5 )

As2S3 external excitations-.hv or ion bombardment x As + AS2 53

where 0 < x < 2. The optical property change is possibly caused by

the growth of arsenic clusters. These clusters are very small in size

since crystalline As could not be detected by electron diffra'non.

The liberated arsenic which appears In the above equation oxidized in

/ pp
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the 02 plasma in the following manner.

.4 As + 60 -* 2As203

Berkes suggests that water molecules appear to enter this reaction as

a catalyst.(55) It is almost certain that there was a small amount of

H20 vapor in the plasma reactor that speeded up this reaction. Also,

the oxidation process appeared to be confined to the surface of the

As2S3 film where all the constituents necessary for the reaction are

readily available.

.-.
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Chapter 4

STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATIONS IN AMORPHOUS As2S3 FILMS

In recent years, a renewed interest has developed in optical-

storage effects in As S3 and related chalcogenide materials, caused, in

part, by the applicability of such materials to optical information

storage systems, and new applications in microlithography and optical

integrated circuits. All of these potential applications rely on the

physio-chemical property changes upon light exposure to above band gap

irradition or heat treatment. The configurational changes so induced

are characterized as photostructural or thermostructural, respectively.

Photostructural transformations are additionally specified as reversible

or irreversible.el'1) The wide variety of photostructural (or photo-

chromic, since the optical properties change accompanying these photo-

structural transformations) effects in amorphous chalcogenide glass

systems have led to an array of complex and often contradictory mecha-

nisms to account for them.(1015)

In this chapter, emphasis has focused on the structural transfor-

mation of evaporated As2S3 films upon band gap illumination and the

development of models for various anomalous structural transformations.

The existing models proposed by Keneman (1011) and Fritzsche (n are

described first.

Keneman et. al.(1 0 11) presented a three-stage model to explain

the effects of evaporation, heat-cycling, and light exposure. In their

7.
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model, they assumed that As2S3 vapor consisted of at least three com-

ponents: an arsenic-rich component (As2S2 ), As4S6, and sulfur,.S2. The

evaporated film then contained As2S2 9S, and As2S3 . Heat cycling caused

the AsS 2 and S2 to combine to form homogeneous AsS 3 . Light exposure

also enhanced the combination. A reversible change was observed under

heat cycling which they ascribed to As clustering. A schematic diagram

of the three-stages proposed is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Fritzsche (12) proposed that the combination of relatively large

band gaps and low coordination number in these materials accounted for

the existence of photostructural phenomenon in sulfide and selenide

glasses. Sulfur and selenium both ar e es pr semiconductors as

defined by Kastner(13 ), meaning otha e highest occuped valence band

states derive their parentage from primarily non-bonding p-type electr-

ons. The non-bonding S-states and the bonding P-states lie lower in the

valence band while the antibonding P-states constitute the conduction

band. Such atoms provide an especially structure sensitive contribution

to the electronic band level energies of these phases in which they

occur, because changes in bonding geometry can affect the degree of hy-

bridization of the S and P lone pair and bonding states.(14 "15) Further-

more,such changes in bond geometry arerelatively unrestricted topologi-

cally for a two-fold coordinated S or Se atom, so that structural

perturbations are easily achieved.

4.1 THE STRUCTURES OF CRYSTALLINE AND GLASSY As-S COMPCUNDS.

It is instructive to give a survey of the structures occuring



As2S3 + As2S2 + S
igt xosr

h-eteroqeneous:

heat-treated light exposure

homogeneous:

As 2S3

Fig.4.1 Three-state model of As 2S3 optical-storage medium

proposed by Kenemam et al.(1
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in arsenic-group chalcogenides As2X3 (where X - S or Se). These com-

pounds are semiconductors in their normal states. As2X3 usually

crystallizes in layer structures.(16) Single crystal As2S3 is known

as orpiment. The monoclinic structure of orpiment As2S3 is shown in

Fig. 4.2(a). The lattice constants are a - 11.475 A, b - 9.577 A,

c - 4.256 A and 0 - 90*41 '. Orpiment is in the crystal glass C52h
(P21/n). ----As - S - As - S ---- spiral chains are linked by sulfur

atoms to form corrugated layers perpendicular to the [010] direction.

The As-S distances within the layers range from 2.243 A to 2.308 A.

The shortest nonbonded contacts between the loyers are S-S distances

of 3.242 A and As-S distances of 3.475 A. The bond angle As-S-As of

the sulfur atom bridging two parallel spiral chains is 87.9% corres-

ponding to covalent P2 bonds, while the bond angles of the S atoms

within the chains are 101.0* and 103.7* . The As bond angles range

from 92.8* to 105 , reflecting the tendency to sp3 bonding due to

the s2 lone pair.

Another distinct As-S compound known to exist is As4S4. Single

crystal As4S4, known as realgar, Is a molecular (non-layer) structure.

It is also monoclinic with a - 9.27 A, b a 13.50 A, c a 6.56 A and

0 - 106-371.( 8) Ito(18 ) pointed out that there are similar -As-S-As-S-

chains in both orpiment and realgar. These structures are illustrated

in Fig. 4.2. Fig. 4.2(a) shows two different projections of the struc-

ture of orpiment As2S3 and (b) shows two orthogonal views of the As4S4

Ocradle'. The similar chains in both structures are noted by numbers:

102,3,4.
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Numerous As-S compositions exist as homogeneous phases (Fig. 2.1).

Structural models for the glasses and evaporated films have been sugges-

ted by aruno, etc., and are summarized below: ( 1 9 2 2 )

1. As2S3 glass is a layer structure similar to orpiment but with

larger interlayer separation.

2. As2Sx ( 3 < x < 10) contains S links between pairs of As atoms

of As2S3 .

3. As2Sx (x > 10) contains S8 rings as well. There is no inter-

layer sulfur structure.

4. As2Sx (2.67 < x < 3) contains As-As bonds where As-s-As existed
in As2S3. The layer structure is maintained with increased

interlayer separation and no discrete As4S4 molecules exist.

S. As2Sx (x < 2.67) a heterogeneous structure with As4S4 (or

As2S2) groups exist.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL

Films for the structural investigation were evaporated in a con-

ventional vacuum system as described in Sec. 2.1. The structure of the

As2S3 film was examined with x-ray diffraction, transmission eltrtron

microscope, infrared spectroscopy, near IR and visible spectro copy,

and electrochemical measurements. The effect of heat treatme t of the

As2 S3 films was also studied. The chemical nature of the ex-os4re was

studied with differential etching in basic NaOH solution an, CF4

plasma as described in the previous chapter.
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The x-ray intensity data were collected in the range 2e - 6* to

90* with a Philips-Norelco diffractometer using copper radiation (40

kv. 30 mA) and a monochromator set on the Cu Ka line. Variations in

film thickness limited the usefulness of comparisons of absolute in-

tensity from one set of experiments to another, so only relative In-

tensity is used in this study. Transmission electron microscope ex-

aminations were performed on copper grids overcoated with about 500 A

of the As2S3 film using a Philips 300 TEN operated at 100 kv. The

Gaussian image and the electron beam diffraction pattern were obtained

for different samples. The refractive index change data are calculated

by observing the wavelengths of the reflection maxima and minima in

the transparent portion of the optical spectrum. The IR transmission

of films was measured from 250 to 5000 cm"1 with a Perkin-Elmer Model

457 Grating Infrared Spectrophotometer. In this double-beam IR spectro-

scope, the output signal is the difference between sample and reference

signals. The As2S3 overcoated Si substrate and another identical Si

substrate without any overcoating were placed in the sample and reference

%indows, respectively. The IR transmission data are the difference

sinal due to the As2S3 film only. One As2S3 film of about 2.5 Jm

thi:kness was examined in the unexposed state, the exposed state and

after heat treatment.

4.3 SXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - ,

4.3.1 X-Ray Diffraction
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Amorphous solids yield an x-ray diffraction pattern

similar to that of a microcrystalline powder, i.e., broad rings vanish-

ingorapjdly with increasing diffraction angle without any evidence of

spots or sharp rings which would indicate some degree of crystallinity.

In this study no attempt was made to obtain the radial distribution

function (ROF) in the As.S3 film. X-ray diffraction was used to obtain

Information on structural changes resulting from light exposure.

In this investigation, unexposed and exposed As2S3 films

were examined by x-ray diffractometer to see if the As2S3 optical( storage effect is caused by an amorphous-crystalline phase transition.

Fig. 4.3 shows the x-ray diffraction spectra of the As2S3 film obtained

with copper Ka (I a 1.54 A) radiation. A relative sharp diffuse peak

/ 1at about 174and a broader diffuse peak near 30* are found for as-de-
posited As2S3 film. It was observed that the film examined is amorphous

in the main before exposure. After UV exposure for 3 hours, the film

is still amorphous in the main, however, crystalline As (not crystalline

As2O3) is found on the surface which has a peak at about 57'. Also,

even though the films are basically amorphous As2S3 In both states,

comparison of x-ray diffraction traces revealed structural change due

to the light exposure effect; for Cu Ka radiation, the amorphous peaks

shift from 20 - 16.56 to 17.2" and from 29.8" to 30.10 and decrease in

Intensities whiclblvf agreement with the results of DeNeufvtlle et.

al. (2 S ) and Keneman Vt. a. 11 ) The same effect (see Ffg.4.4)-.is

also observed for the samples annealed at 180C in air for one hour.

I...
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It is concluded that heat treatment and band-gap light exposure lead

to the same state with respect to x-ray diffraction.

Tanaka (27-28) reported a difference in the x-ray diffrac-

tion spectra for what corresponds to our heated and exposed films and

noted that the x-ray peak shifts in angles 2e by 0.15 + 0.06°. This

shift, not observed in this study, is quite small compared to the 0.7

shift associated with exposed or heated samples and unexposed films.

Keneman et. a]. reported a shift in angle 28 of 1.50 between ex-

posed or heated samples and unexposed films. Crystalline As was not

observed in their study. This is almost certainly due to differences

in the composition of the initial films due to the different film

evaporation conditions.

The principal point to be noted in Fig. 4.3 is the change

in the entire x-ray scattering pattern under UY exposure or heat treat-

ment. We observe that the first relative sharp diffuse peak is reduced

by a factor of 1.5 in intensity and is broadened and shifted to a higher

angle by 0.7° as a result of illumination or heat treatment; the mini-

mum at 2e - 20 is about the same, the second diffuse peak changes its

shape and is shifted slightly to higher angle. What we observe in

these two diffuse peaks is a structural alteration that cannot be

attributed simply to phase separation and is not due to crystallization

in As2S3 films.(25) Since it is difficult to obtain direct structural

information from the x-ray scattering intensity function, other--struc-

tural characterization techniques are needed to obtain more Information.

)4.
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Because the intensity profile of the first diffuse peak decreases,

broadens, and shifts, it can be concluded that it is not merely a

variation in nearest neighbor coordination but rather a much more

dramatic alteration of the longer range structure since the x-ray

Intensity profile Is very dependent on the long range structure.

Another significant point is that voids do not normally form in de-

posited films as far as is known, thus Bishop et. al.( 2 6 ), using

small angle x-ray scattering with angles 28 - 0.29 - 17.4% found no

evidence for their existence in several chalcogenides including

evaporated As2S3 films. It Is in contrast to the situation found in

deposited films of Ge and Si where voids with radii between 5 and 40 A

can occuply about 5% of the total volume.(27 ) It Is important to point

out that for As2S3 films prepared by glow discharge decomposition of a

gas mixture of As H3 - H2S,
28 ) the x-ray structural analysis shows

that the peak near 30" is sharper than the peak near 17* and the broad-

ening of the peak is not observed.

4.3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)(29 30)

Normal electron microscopy provides information about the

geometrical aspects of thin films such as continuity, homogeneity,

surface roughness and about the evolution of the crystallization pro-

cess. Amorphous chalcogenide films have been found to be either con-

tinuous and homogeneous or to contain some phase separation morphology

depending on the substrate, deposition conditions, anneal ing, and the



stoichiometry of the compound.
0 6

In this work, TEN was performed on 500 A - 1000 A Films of As2S3

evaporated onto carbon coated grids which were examined both before and

after illumination. Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 show the results. The first

micrograph in Fig. 4.5 represents the unexposed As2S3 sample and the

following micrograph shows the sample after illumination. Fig. 4.6

shows the corresponding selective area electron diffraction patterns.

Fig. 4.6(a) contains only amorphous bands and no sharp crystalline

rings. Fig. 4.6(b) contains some degree of crystalline rings which

are probably due to arsenic crystallization or the oxidation of As2S3

films accompanying optical illumination in the ambient environment.

The oxidation of As2S3 films seems unlikely since the x-ray diffrac-

tion pattern does not show the corresponding As203 peaks in the ex-

posed sample. From this data, it is established that all the products

in the as-deposited films are amorphous and arsenic crystallization

produces some microcrystals on the exposed films which are identified

by x-ray diffraction. Fig. 4.5(a) shows that the as-deposited As2 S3

film is a continuous network and homogeneous film. It is important

to point out that in this study the electron beam which produced con-

tinuous heating volatilized the film. This can easily be observed

under the focussed electron beam. It is understandable because

amorphous AsS 3 films are electron-beam sensitive materials. A cold

sample stage in the TEN is needed to avoid the electron-beam- hea~tng

problem. Fig. 4.5(b) shows the small phase separations from the con.
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tinuous background should be arsenic-rich since a sulfur-rich phase

would be the more likely to volatize under electron beam exposure.

From x .-ay diffraction and electron-beam diffraction patterns, it is

established that our films are richer in arsenic.

It is important to note that In this study the property changes

in the As2S3 film is irreversible in the sense that a simple annealing

treatment at a temperature higher than the Illumination temperature

cannot restore the initial structural state and optical properties.

It is believed that the irreversible structural transformation resul-

tant upon light exposure is due to the decomposition of the film and

long range structural changes. On the other hand, the reversible

photostructural change is due to the photoinduced change in the local

order of the amorphous structure only.

4.3.3 Infrared Spectroscopy

The structure of most amorphous chalcogenides is not well

characterized. For any binary system Ax1 .x , analysis of the RDF

obtained from x-ray diffraction Is complicated by the difficulty of

separating contributions from A-A, B-B and A-B bonds. In multicomponent

systems identification is even more ambiguous. Several techniques,

such as EXAFS (extended x-ray absorption fine structure) (31-32) or

EDXD (energy dispersive x-ray diffraction), 33 -34 ) have the capability
of making distinctions between bond types but problems associated with

data acquisicion and analysis have not allowed conclusive results to

S-- -



be obtained except in a few cases. For several systems, complementary

infrared and Raman spectroscopies have been found to be the most use-

ful techniques in the study of local structural. Infrared spectra of

crystalline solids reveal characteristic frequencies associated with

different modes of atomic vibrations; the actual assignments being

based on selection rules and calculated frequency values. These, in

turn, involve force constants, atomic masses, and geometric configura-

tions between nearest and higher order neighbors. A comparison of

results from crystalline and amorphous materials enables recognition

of modes associated with local molecular grouping of atoms. In this

subsection, the optically and thermally induced irreversible changes

of the IR vibrational spectra of evaporated As2S3 films will be ex-

amined.

Films with thickness about 2.5 - 3.0 pm are prepared by

evaporating glassy As2S3 bulk onto high resistivity Si single crystal

substrates in vacuum at a rate of 0.1 pm/min. After deposition the

samples are removed from the vacuum chamber and placed in a desiccator

and stored in the dark until they are ready to use. IR transmission

measurements are made between 250 cm"1 and 4000 cm"1. A typical IR

transmission spectrum of a 2.5 um thick evaporated As2S3 film is

shown in Fig. 4.7. The sinusoidal IR transmission curve between

400 ci"1 and 4000 cm 1 is due to multiple internal interferences.

The difference in the spacing of the interference fringes between

unexposed and exposed films indicates the increase of nd (refractive
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index x film thickness) with ultraviolet exposure. Transmission

spectra for unexposed and exposed states are shown in Fig. 4.8(a) and

(b), respectively. A freshly deposited film of As2S3 is also thermally

annealed in the dark at 190C for one hour. The spectrum of the

annealed sample is shown in Fig. 4.9(b) together with the spectrum of

the as-deposited As2S3 film. It is found that UV exposure and heat

treatment have the same effect on absorption band frequencies: a pair

of bands at 374 cm"1 and 337 cm"1 is replaced by a single band at

311 cm 1 . However, in some cases the spectral features at 374 and

337 cm"1 after light exposure or an annealing process are still barely

observed. It is concluded that the as-deposited film has features at

c1 an 3 m1  -1
374 cm" and 337 cm- assigned to As4S4 as well as the 311 cm ab-
sorption of glassy As2 S3 . The broader shoulder centered at 311 cm" 1

in the freshly deposited film can be identified with 310 cm"1 IR ab-

sorption peak observed in glassy As2S3 . This absorption peak at 310

cm1 is associated with the As-S bond stretching in As2S3 glasses.
(35 -37)

The IR spectra observed in this study are compared against the results

of others in Table 4.1.(35-39) Table 4.1 may be interpreted as

follows: Exposed and annealing affect the IR spectra in the same

manner. Further it is noted that the dominant initial species is

As4S4 (or As2S2 ) and the final species is As2S3. One has also to

note that As4S3 has vibrational frequencies similar to As4S4 in the

spectra range considered.
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4.3.4 Summary

From our x-ray and electron-beam diffraction data toget-

her with the measurements of others,(40"42) it can be concluded that

the films are arsenic-rich and there are significantly more As-As bonds

than required by stoichiometry. IR transmission spectra further indi-

cate that As-As bonds exist primarily in As4S4 structural units. The

remaining network consists of the usual As2S3 pyramidal units as well

as S in chains of various lengths. This conclusion agrees very well

with the Raman spectra of an as-deposited As2S3 film, one annealed at

180°C, and bulk As2S3 glass reported by Solin et. al.(38) They con-

cluded that the sharp additional bands in the Raman spectrum for the

as-deposited film suggested the presence of As4S4 molecular units

which polymerized into the As2S3 network on annealing. DeNeufville

et. a1.(25) suggested that the structure of freshly deposited films

of As2S3 could be described as a dense packing of As4S6 molecules.

However, the Raman spectra imply the existence of a considerable ex-

tent of polymerization as well as the molecular As4S4 units. The

same conclusion is also drawn in this study. Unfortunately, the ratio

of the amounts of As4S4 and As2S3 in the as-deposited filu is not

known at the present time. However, Strom et. al. 43  indicate that

the amounts of As4S4 and As2S3 in the freshly evaporated film are

comparable.

C-A E



4.4 PHOTODARKENING EFFECT IN AMORPHOUS AS2S3 FILMS

In general, absorption edges of amorphous chalcogenide semicon-

ductors are often much more sensitive to the conditions of preparation,

light exposure, thermal history, and purity than the broad features of

the whole optical absorption band. This holds in particular for thin

films. It Is well known that irradiation of chalcogenide glasses with

band-gap Illumination can cause shifts of the fundamental absorption

edge to lower photon energies which are often accompanied by changes

in the x-ray diffraction patterns and infrared absorption spectra.

It is also true for As2S3 films which has been presented in the pre-

vious subsection.

In this study the As2S3 film was 0.3 - 0.5 jm thick. Optical

measurements were made over the photon energy range 1.0 - 2.0 eV.

The reflection of films was measured with a PbS detector. The wave-

length dependence of the Index of refraction was calculated from ex-

trema by wavelengths determined by

4n (Am) d - m, (4-1)

where m is the order of interference, the a are the wavelengths of

the corresponding extrema, and d is the film thickness. The conven-

tional assumption of nominal constancy of n at long wavelengths is

used to determine the order of the Initial extremum. The result of

nd in As2S3 films as a function of exposure time is shown N Fig.

4.10. The maximum 4.7% change of nd between as-deposited and exposed

films is reached after 10 minutes li exposure. Tanaka(44 ) reported

nh1.1 -T .. *
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thickness change before and after exposure was only about 0.4%, so

the refractive index change upon light exposure is much more sensitive

than the change in thickness. The % changes of refractive index in

* As2S3 films in this study is larger than the results reported else-

where( 45 46). Before discussing this discrepancy, the optical absorp-

tion edges of the chalcogenides will be briefly discussed.

The optical absorption edges are characterized by an absorption

coefficient a that rises exponentially with increasing photon energy

up to a value of a in the range 103 - 104 cm"1 . In chalcogenides and

some compound glasses in the strong absorption region of the edge

( > 10 4 cm'1), the absorption constant a can be described by Urbach's
re(47 )

r(4-2)

where B lies in the range 105 - 106 cm"1 eV"1 and Ei s the optical

band-gap energy. In this region the absorption is due to transitions

between valence band and conduction band states. Below a a 10-4 cm 1 ,

it has been observed in all compound semiconducting glasses so far

studied that

a a exp (W/E 1 ) (4-3)

where Ei s in the range 0.05 - 0.08 eV. At very weak absorption

levels (a < 1 cm"1 ) one observes another exponential part of the ab-

sorption edge
(48 )



a exp(fsw/Et) (4-4)

where Et is always larger than E1 . The exponential shape of the ab-

sorption edge suggests that the optical absorptions in this region are

associated with localized states in the gap. The spectral dependence

of the absorption coefficient and the refractive index is generally

connected by the Kramers-Kronig relations. With the aid of these

equations, the correspondence between changes in an absorption

coefficient a and a refractive changes can be calculated.(lO) Since

the refractive index changes in As2S3 films induced by band-gap

illumination are positive, a red-shift of optical absorption edge

is expected to occur. Indeed, the edge is shifted to lower photon

energy by 0.04 eV after light exposure at room temperature. (44,47)

The spectral dependence of optical property changes can be ex-

plained in terms of states in the gap. In evaporated As2S3 films,

high defect concentrations are to be expected and it is assumed that

these defects are responsible for states in the gap.(49,52) Accord-

ing to this model, electrons are photoexcited out of the valence band

and trapped by the states broadly located above the valence band.

These trapped electrons can be re-excited and produce an absorption

edge shift, increase the refractive index, and interact with the

neighbor lattice to induce a local structural rearrangement. The

details of this possible microscopic mechanisms by which 10oal bond-

Ing configurations are optically changed and rearranged will be

studied In the next section.



4.5 CHARGED DEFECT MODEL IN EVAPORATED AS2S3 FILM

.The photo-Induced absorption edge shift and recent measurements

of photo-luminescence(53 ) and electron spin resonance ( 54 ) have demon-

strated the presence of gap states in chalcogenide materials. Ander-

son(55) had previously proposed a model based on the idea that in

amorphous materials the effective interaction between a pair of elec-

trons in the same state can be attractive because of a strong electron-

phonon coupling, and so an effective negative correlation energy re-

sults. Later Street and Mott(49-50 ) applied this concept specifically

to point defects by assuming a large density of dangling bonds

(1018 - 1019 cm 3 ) in such materials that act both as acceptors and

donors. These dangling bonds are point defects at which normal

coordination (2 for chalcogenides, 3 for pnictides) cannot be

satisfied because of constraints of local topography. The neutral

dangling bonds therefore contain an unpaired electron. The authors

further assume that a dangling bond may be occupied by zero, one or

two electrons, and label these states D+, Do and D7, respectively.

These charged defects in turn give rise to states in the gap. This

could also apply to the case of evaporated films of As2S3. They

suggest that the process

2D" -- D+ + D"

is exothermic. Ovshinsky(56) suggested that the interactions be-

tween lone-pair electrons on different atoms, such as sulfur and

,



and arsenic atoms in As2S3, and interactions with their local environ-

ment result in localized states in the gap of chalcogenide glasses.

Kastner et. al.(73, 52, 57-58) used this concept to show that specific

interactions between nonbonding orbitals give rise to unusual bonding

configurations which they call valence alternative pairs (VAP's).

They point out that the negative correlation energy is a result of

this special chemical bonding of these materials and not a result of

disorder. Therefore it is expected to arise in crystals as.well.

With this new model, they not only successfully explained the high

density of defects but also the origin of the large negative correla-

tion energy suggested by Street and Mott.

Band-gap illumination (2.4 eY for As S3 ) removes an electron

from the nonbonding, p like, orbital of the chalcogenide atom leaving

a hole behind. According to the Anderson and Mott theory a large

lattice distortion in the vicinity of the excited carriers will occur

due to the immobility of the electron-hole pair and the presence of

a strong electron-phonon interaction. These lattice distortions

generally occur before any recombination of the exciton can take

place. Under certain conditions, this strong electron-phonon coupling

will involve the switching of bonds, leading to the formation of

chalcogen atoms which are three-fold and singly coordinated, instead

of the normal two-fold coordination in chalcogen atoms. These are

designated D+ and D" (or C+ and C_ according to Kastner's dies4ghation)

charged defect centers in Mott's model, respectively. Furthermore,

Street (59) suggests that a D+D" pair can be regarded as a self-trapped

IL ,
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exc i ton.

Mott and Stoneham(60) first used the configurational coordinate

(59)diagram of Fig. 4.11(a) which was modified later by Street (Fig.

4.11(b)). They show that the exciton can exist either In state A

(Fig. 4.11(a)) without the distortion of lattice, or in state B when

strong distortion occurs and the exciton can be self-trapped. A po-

tential barrier W separates these two states, A and B, which must be

overcome for self-trapping to occur. Street(59) suggests that excitons

in chalcogenides have a strong electron-phonon coupling such that the

barrier to self-trapping is small enough to be overcome at all tempera-

tures. Their modified configurational coordinate diagram (Fig. 4.11

(b)) applicable to chalcogenides shows two recombination paths, I and

II. Since the electron-phonon coupling in amorphous materials is

strong, path 1, direct recombination to the ground state, is less

likely than path I, thermal excitation to the ground state with the

creation of a metastable 0+D pair. The same charged defect centers

can also form in pnlctides. Kastner labels them as P4+ and P2  (i.e.,

4-fold and 2-fold), respectively. When both chalcogenides and pnictides

are present in a glass, such as As2S3, all the species P4 + C3+, P2"

and C1- will be present.(52)

The above model gives an explanation of the reversible photo-

structural transformation in arsenic chalcogenides. In Fig. 4.11(b)

the self-trapped D+o" pair needs thermal excitation to return to the

ground state. This is the origin of the reversible photostructural
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change and the accompanying photodarkening in chalcogenides. Photo-

darkening occurs because the self-trapped exciton states lie ab6ve

the initial ground state, and so the re-excitation of an electron-

hole pair requires less energy. Although this model explains a

variety of phenomena in chalcogenide materials, it cannot account for

the irreversible photostructural transformation observed in this study.

IR absorption spectra indicate that the ground state in evaporated

As2S3 films consists of glassy AsS 3 and As4S4 molecular units as well

as S chains. After UV exposure the structure of the film changes to

a continuous As2S3 network. Optical absorption data indicate that

the bond energies of As-S bonds lie energetically lower than the bond

energies associated with As-As and S-S homobonds.(61) Thus, in the

absence of other contributions, the energy of the final state after

exposure should be lower than that of the initial state. Later Strom

and Martin (43) propose a configurational coordinate diagram of photo-

polymerization of evaporated As2S3 films which is shown in Fig. 4.12.

Curve A is the ground state, B is the exciton state but before struc-

tural relaxation, C is the self-trapped exciton state, and D is the

final state which lies below curve A because the corresponding state

in curve D has lower energy than the state in curve A.

According to the above model developed by Mott et. ol., a

plausible sequence of events leading to polymerization of AsAS4 Into

a glassy As2S3 network Is shown in Fig. 4.13. In Fig. 4.13(a)

is shown a possible structural arrangement In the evaporated As2S3

. .. j J
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film, only one of the two As-As bonds in As4S4 molecules is displayed

for simplicity. Adjacent to the As4S4 molecule are shown sulfur chains.

Upon UV exposure, a D+0" pair is formed, it can be recombined by bond

switching Involving As atoms as indicated in Fig. 4.13(c), correspond-

ing to the transition from curve C to curve D in Fig. 4.12. The poly-

merization process between As4S4 molecular units is also possible in

the arsenic-rich film. Upon band-gap illumination the C3  (or D+),

C1 " (or D-) charged defect centers can form in the chalcogenide centers

and P4 
+  P2 defects in the pnictide centers. Kastner and Frttzsche (5

2 )

suggest the following reactions can occur:

P ++ C P 3 + C2

4-- P3  C2

where P30, C2
0 are the normal bonding states of pnictldes and chalco-

genides, respectively. The proposed possible bonding rearrangement

between neighboring As4S4 molecules is shown in Fig. 4.14. This tenta-

tive model interpretation in which optically induced self-trapped

excitons catalyze the structural changes is consistent with our ob-

served IR vibrational spectra.

Bishop et. al.(6263) pointed out that the observation of opti-

cally induced electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra in glassy As2S3 9

As2Se3 , Se, a-As, and GeS2 can be well represented as the sum of a

spectrum characteristic of a center localized primarily on an As p-like

orbital and a spectrum characteristic of a hole center localized on

4
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a non-bonding chalcogen p-orbital. Also the density of the optically

induced ESR centers in arsenic chalcogenide is increased proportionally

to the atomic content of arsenic in the glass. It may be concluded

that in the arsenic-rich As2S3 film a larger absorption edge shift can

be expected due to a larger defect density around arsenic centers.

That explains why in this study we observed a larger refractive index

change than the results reported elsewhere, it is simply due to our

arsenic-rich As2S3 films.

4.6 STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF Ag-DOPED As2S3 FILMS

In the previous sections the Ag photodissolution effect in As2S3

films and its applications to imaging technology have been discussed.

In this section the structural changes in the Ag-doped As2S3 film will

be examined.

Before describing our studies on the structure of Ag-doped As2S3

films, a special feature of the Ag-doped As2S3 film should be noted.

The electrical conductivities of amorphous semiconductors are generally

much less sensitive to nonstoichiometry and the presence of impurities

than are those of crystalline semiconductors. However, several large

conductivity increases can result from the addition of Cu, Ga, In, and

TI in As2Se3(64-68) and Cu and Ag in As2S3 .(6'66) ott (68 ) suggests

that the insensitivity of the electrical conductivity of amorphous

semiconductors to impurities is caused by the impurities being coordi-

nated In keeping with the (8-N) rule, thereby satisfying their co-

-I
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valent bonding requirements. As a result, the impurities do not form

donor or acceptor states and do not produce large changes in the con-

ductivity. This structural picture does not seem applicable to the

exceptions discussed above, because the conductivity changes are large.

However, it is not clear how these impurities are incorporated into

the amorphous network. No complete structural studies of the doped

amorphous semiconductors has been reported so far.

It should be noted that the term "photodoping" may be a poor

choice to describe these Ag insertion effects because the quantity of

Ag which is transported is very large and the accompanying changes in

film composition and structure are substantial. Also, because of the

inherent complexity of this multi-layer phenomenon, the detailed

mechanisms of Ag doping are not yet well understood.

Specimens were prepared as described in Section 2.1 on Si wafers

or glass microslides. A layer of evaporated As2S3 of thickness 1.5 -

2.0 pnu was deposited over a layer of evaporated Ag of different thick-

ness ranging from 0.01 to I him (or, conversely, the Ag may be deposited

over the As2S3 layer), and the sandwich was then illuminated from the

front side (opposite to the substrate) or annealed at 1900C to achieve

the silver doping effect. Samples with different at. % of Ag denoted

by x (up to 50%) were prepared for measurements.

4.6.1 Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)

A 500 Ash23 , 150 1 Ag composite was deposited onto a
I./ r



carbon coated grid. Fig. 4.15 shows the electron diffraction patterns

of the sample before and after 15 minutes UV exposure. In Fig. 4.15(a)

the structure of the unexposed As2S3/Ag composite film can be observed

to consist of polycrystalline Ag over amorphous As2S3, with no evidence

for "significant' inter-diffusion during evaporation. However, at

least 10 A of Ag-doped As2S3 in the Ag/As2S3 interface is believed to

exist due to Ag thermal autodoping during Ag evaporation. This small

amount of Ag-doped As2S3 is beyond the resolution of our TEM. In

Fig. 4.15(b) the structure of the illuminated composite film shows a

thicker amorphous layer in addition to a thin residual polycrystalline

Ag layer. DeNeufville(69) also reported similar TEM results in Ag-

doped As2S3 films. He points out that it is possible to diffuse 100 A

layer of Ag into a 200 A film of As2S3 and entirely exhaust the Ag

reservoir.

4.6.2 IR Spectroscopy

In order to obtain more information about the structure of

Ag-doped As2S3 films, JR was employed to examine Ag-doped As2S3 samples.

First, the IR absorption spectra for metallic Ag films of varying

thickness on Si wafer were obtained. It was demonstrated that a 150 A

thick layer of Ag completely blocks the infrared transmission through

the sample. For Ag films of 100 A thickness only about 5% IR trans-

mission was obtained. The JR transmission spectra of one sample with

a 0.1 Vm thick film of Ag and a 1.5 In thick film of As2S3, is shown
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as a function of UV exposure time in Fig. 4.16. From Fig. 4.16 it

is concluded that after ultraviolet exposure for 40 minutes almost

all the Ag is consumed and incorporated into the As2S3 matrix. For

any further UV exposure, the IR transmission spectra does not change.

The fringe shifts in the Ag-doped As2S3 film are larger than the

shifts in the undoped As2S3 film. This indicates that larger re-

fractive index changes and related absorption edge shifts occur in

the Ag-doped As2S3 samples. The IR absorption peak at 311 cm"1 which

is due to the vibration of As-S bonds shows no difference from the

undoped As2S3 films except that the IR transmitivity is smaller in

the Ag-doped samples. The same results are observed in the annealed

samples. Fig. 4.17 shows the final stable IR transmission spectra

for different film thicknesses of Ag over-layers after UV exposure.

In this study, a 0.4 pm thick film of Ag can be easily doped into

1.5 1m of As2S3 either by UV exposure or thermal anneal.

4.6.3 X-Ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction experiments were also conducted on the

specimens in which the Ag film has been entirely diffused into the

As2S3 film, X-ray diffraction patterns of an exposed As2S3 and Ag-

doped film are given in Fig. 4.18. As shown in Fig. 4.18(a), the
exposed As2S3 film shows As2 S3 is amorphous and also shows the As

crystal peaks as before. On the other hand, Ag and probably Ag2S

having a peak at 20 * 38" is obseryed with good reproducibility in

I - ' --n - r i w- - -. . . .-- " II .. . . .
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the photodoped films. Other diffraction peaks related to metallic Ag

appear in the heavily Ag-doped films which are shown in Fig. 4.19.

The corresponding IR transmission spectra showed 20% transmisitivity

indicating the presence of Ag clusters dispersed through the entire

As2S3 matrix. It can not be a continuous Ag film since the IR trans-

mission would be much lower for that case. Ternary crystalline com-

pounds which are known to be formed by these three elements (As, S, Ag),

such as prousite Ag3AsS 3, are not observed in this study. At low

silver doping levels neither the Ag peaks nor the Ag-related compound

peaks were observed in the x-ray diffraction spectra.

4.7 MORPHOLOGY OF THE HEAVILY Ag-DOPED As2S3 FILM

One of the heavily Ag-doped As2S3 film was examined under the

optical microscope and photomicrographs were taken. These are shown

in Fig. 4.20. Fig. 4.20(a) shows several different phases in the

heavily Ag-doped sample. From the above data, including x-ray

diffraction, electron-beam diffraction and infrared absorption spectra,

these different phases can be identified as: (1) uniform Ag-doped

As2S3, (2) Ag-rich As2S3, (3) an Ag2S phase (black color), and (4)

the arsenic crystals. Fig. 4.20(b) is the same micrograph at higher

magnification. Ring formation surrounding the As crystals is obseryed.

The detailed mechanisms of this ring formation are not yet understood.

Before presenting the possible microprocess of the Ag-dop~ig phenom-

enon, a possible mechanism of the ring formation is proposed.
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4.7.1 Splnodal Decomposition(70-71)

Nucleation processes often involve a composition change.

Consider the free energy of an isomorphous system which separates into

A-rich and B-rich phases on cooling as shown in Fig. 4.21.(70) Assume

a small concentration fluctuation occurring such that neighboring

regions change from some initial homogeneous composition of C0 to

compositions of Co .+ AC and C0 - AC, respectively. Then the Gibbs

free energy change per unit volume of these two regions during this

Iprocess is obtained in the following way:
C&)2

6 0c + AC) - (C o) + AC G'(C o) .+ 2 G" (C() +

G(Co - AC) - (Co) - AC G'(C o ) + A) GO (Co+"

then AG a G(C + AC) + G(Co - AC) - 2G(C)
0 0 0

From above equations, one obtains

AG (AC)2 G" (CO ) (4-5)

The free energy changes around C0 is directly proportional to the

second derivative of free energy at composition Co . In Fig. 4.21

there are several different categories. For compositions near pure

A and pure 3, i.e., region I and II, G" ) 0, the free energy.of the

system is increased by any small fluctuation in composition C. In

region I and IV, 6" > 0, so any small fluctuation will Increase the

~r



region 1: AG >0 for all AC
region 11: AG >0 for small AC and AG <0 for large AC

region III: AG <0 for all AC
G(C) region IV: AG >0 for small AC and AG <0 for large AC

region V :AG >0 for all AC

I I I

I I spioda

CL 2

G"> 0-4 --- Gw< 0-, - Gil >0

0 100% B

Fig.4.21 G(C),Gibbs free energy,curve for system with a micibility

gap showing regions in which various types of fluctuation

decrease G for the system, (70)

k r-



free energy of the system even though a larger fluctuation will make

AG < 0. In these regions a nucleation barrier exists so that I comn-

position fluctuation must become rather large before it will decrease

the free energy of the system. But-.in region III the situation Is

entirely different because GO < 0 in this region. The composition at

which GO - 0 is called the spinodal composition. The phase diagram

of this system is shown in Fig. 4.22. The regions in Fig. 4.22( corresponding to the regions in Fig. 4.21 are also shown. 'In the

composition range between the spinodal points any small fluctuation

in composition is supercritical. The decomposition of this unstable

solution inside the spinodal will be discussed below. (71)

Inside region III, not on~y is AG <0 for any small fluctuation

AC, but also the magnitude of AG increases as 6C increases according

to Eq. (4-5). An increase in AC must occur by solute diffusing from

the low concentration regions to the higher concentration region.

Fig. 4.23 (71) shows the growth in amplitude of a sinusoidal fluctuation

in composition resulting from such diffusion. Note that diffusionI occurs up the concentration gradient instead of down it as one is used

to seeing in the usual diffusion process. This is allowable only when

GO < 0. In this composition the ring formation is possible. In a

stable solution 90 is always positive and the diffusion is always In

the negative direction of concentration gradient since that is in the

direction of decreasing free energy.

In the ternary As-S-Ag system, when the at. % of Ag impurity



T

G" 0
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0 C 100% 8
Fig.4.22 Coherent phase diagram and spinodal. In the composition

range between the spinodal points any small fluctuation

in composition is supercritical. (70-71)
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increases to a certain level, the solid solution is in a supercritical

composition. The Ag-rich AS2S3 regions will start to decompose into

separate phases due to the instability of this heavily Ag-rich As 2 S3
solution. The Ag may react with sulfur and form Ag2S. With these

arguments the ring structure formation is possible. Owing to sulfur

deficiency arsenic atoms will finally form crystallites. It was

experimentally observed that all the arsenic crystals are formed at

the center of these rings and the structure between these rings is

more like the background As2S3 matrix which is consistent with the/ above model. It is an interesting phenomenon but more experiments

are needed to fully understand the underlying mechanisms.

4.8 Ag 114PURITY STATES IN As2S3 FILMS

To explain the role of Ag in As 2 S39 Mott and Davis (4)assume
the existence of a significant band tail of localized states into the

energy gap. The decrease of the band gap is then conjectured to be

due to a decrease in the range of the localized states. That is the

valence band mobility edge is assumed to move towards the band edge,I leading to a decrease in the activation energy for electrical conduc-
tion. They suggest that the increased electrical conductivity arises

not from the formation of impurity bands, but from structural changes

due to Ag doping that reduce the disorder. They do not elaborate on

tbe origin of the structural changes.



Goldschmidt and Rudman (73 ) reported that photoenhanced Ag-doping

is a two-step process. Firstly, a critical radiation damage dose must

be"&cc-amulated in the As2S3 layer. Secondly, the Ag atom is phon-

assisted across the As2S3-Ag interfacial activation barrier. Their

experiments show that the Ag photodissolutlon in the As2S3 film ex-

hibits an induction time and that there is a certain minimum damage

required before the Ag can dissolve in the As2S3 layer. They do not

know how this minimum damage affects the Ag-doping process and what

(74)the damage is. Recently Biegelsen and Street showed that pro-

longed exposure to strongly absorbed light induces a large density

of metastable defects in chalcogenide glasses as shown by light-

induced ESR experiments. Their model is fully consistent with the

model of D+D" pairs which was discussed earlier. Optical excitation

of an electron-hole pair at a DD" pair may cause one of the three

possible transitions:
(74 )

DD D*D" + free hole (4-6)

D0D" N D+D" + free electron (4-7)

D+D - - 2D* v, D+D" (4-8)

The process indicated by Eq. (4-8) Is expected to result in a rapid

non-radiative recombination to the ground state.
(59)

If one further assumes Ag atoms in contact with or incorbrated

into the As2S3 film may be ionized as

I')



Ag --- Ag++ e" (4-9)

due to ultraviolet exposure. From Eqs. (4-6) and (4-9), the Ag+ ions

can be trapped In the D" defect center by the following reaction,

DD" + Ag+  - 2D° + Ag (Ag+ ion trapped in the D"
center)

e" + p+ to 0 (electron-hole recombination)

The Ag+ ion act as a D" center killer and leaves a D+ center intact.

According to the law of mass action there are many D+ centers remain-

ing. In this case the pinning of Fermi level(75) by the charged

defects D+D" pairs in the amorphous chalcogenide semiconductors would

be changed, since the Ag atoms prevent the equilibration between the

charged Ag ions and the D D pairs. This can lead to much larger

+
changes in the electrical properties because now the Ag ions con-

centration can exceed the number of defect centers. The Fermi level

becomes unpinned and moves closer to one of the band edges, this

resulting in an increase in the electrical conductivity. The Ag im-

purities behave as electron donors in the As2S3 film which act

similarly to a partially compensated semiconductor. Initially the

Ag will be trapped in the defect center, but if the Ag impurity con-

centration increases gradually and exceeds the solubility in As2S3,

then Ag clusters will be formed and phase separation can be observed.
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silver ions from an Ag-containing electrolyte into the As2S3 film at

controlled potentials. The silver injection level can be exactly con-

trolled electrochemically. The experimental set-up will be presented

first followed by the experimental results. The modeling and analysis

of experimental data will be given in the subsequent sections.

5.1 VOLTAMETRY STUDIES OF THE As S3 FILMS

5.1.1. Introduction - General Requirements
(5)

An electrochemical cell consists of an electrolyte or

ionic conductor contacted by two electrodes. The electrodes them-

selves may consists of a variety of internal phases but are terminated

by a metal. The potential difference between the metal ends of the

cell is called the cell potential. It is composed of the potential

differences at the boundaries of the phases making up the circuit. The

potential differences arise as a result of the transfer of charges

across the phase boundaries.(6-
7 )

The potential of a single electrode or half-cell cannot

be directly measured. At least two electrodes are needed to measure

the cell potential. Because the potential of the second interface

created by immersing the second electrode into the electrolyte may not

be well defined, the potential of the working electrode or electrode

of interest must be measured with respect to some reference electrode

whose potential is stable and reproducible. Although the.measurement

of cell potential is conceptually simple, its interpretation can be

complicated by IR drops in the cell in which a net current is flowing.



Chapter 5

THE ELECTROCHEtIICAL STUDY OF THE SILVER INJECTION
INTO As2S3 FILMS IN THE DARK

When a semiconductor surfaces come in contact with an electrolyte

(e.g. aqueous solution of AgNO3 or CuSO4), charge transfer takes place

until, at equlibrium, a potential difference ( electrochemical poten-

tial) is established between the semiconductor and the bulk of the solu-

tion. It has been reported chalcogenide semiconductorssuch as As2S3,

reduce silver nitrate in solution and adsorption of the metallic silver

takes place on the semiconductor surface.(1) This author dipped the

As2S3 film in a 0.001 N AgNO3 aqueous solution followed by a rinse in

deionized water resulting in what appears to be a thin layer of Ag-

doped As2S3 formed on top of the AsS 3 film. The sensitized film was

then exposed to ultraviolet light through a mask with a grating pattern.

in the illuminated region, silver ions migrated into the bulk of the

As2S3 film. Excess silver on the surface was removed by dipping into

a dilute aqua regia solution and then fixing in Kodak Rapid Fixer A.

The film was then developed in 0.03 N NaOH solution and a grating

pattern obtained. The same process was also applied to Se-Ge amorphous

films by Tal et. al., (2 "4) and a sub-1000 A line was obtained,. Although

the chalcogenide glass film has been successfully used in lithographic

imaging, the underlying mechanism is still not understood. In this

chapter, a new approach utilizes the electrochemical injection of
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Fig.5.1 Circuits for the measurements of cell potentials.
(a)two-electrode system with current passing throug$ both
working and reference electrodes. (b)three-electrode'system
with current passing through the working and counter elect-

rodes but not the reference electrode.(5 )
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and by internal polarization of the electrodes caused by net chemical

changes caused by the passage of a current. Fig. 5.1(a) represents

a two-electrode cell configuration in which the current passes through

both the working electrode and the reference electrode. The ZR drops

in the electrolyte and the possible polarization of the reference

electrode act to reduce the potential of the working electrode.

'W-E " 'cell - IRce1l " EPol -

In order to avoid these errors, a three-electrode configuration is

commonly used (Fig. 5.1(b)). The cell current flows between the work-

ing electrode and counter or auxiliary electrode, while the potential

of the working electrode is measured with respect to the reference

electrode (through which no current passed), using a high impedance

control device, such as a potentiostat. In the three-electrode con-

figuration, the internal polarization of the reference electrode can

be avoided because of the negligible current passing through the re-

ference electrode and, as a result, compensation for the major portion

of the IR drop in the cell is possible. When the working electrode

Impedance is much larger than the electrolyte resistance and reference

electrode impedance a two electrode measurement is acceptable.

5.1.2 Description of the Cell for Voltammetry - •

The working electrode CrIAuIAs2S3 was prepared by sequen-

tial evaporations of Cr and Au films on a glass microslide. Films of



current through the reference electrode. A typical potentiostat is

shown schematically in Fig. 5.2 (a). In this configuration, the refer-

ence electrode is incorporated into the negative feedback loop with the

output from the control amplifier connected to the counter electrode.

(Fig. 5.2 (b)) The working electrode is maintained at ground potential.

Since it is desirable to vary only the potential drop across the working

electrode/electrolyte interface, it is necessary to compensate for all

the IR drops in the cell. The details of this IR compensation will be

discussed in the next section.

The current output from the potentiostat and voltage function

fed across the working electrode and the reference electrode using a

x-y recorder.

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Before taking the data, the electrochemical cell was cyclically

scanned back and forth between -100 mv and +20 mv at a sweep rate of

2 mv/sec several times until a stable surface was reached.

First the As2S3 electrode was scanned anodically from zero poten-

tial down to about -100 mv and then cathodically scanned to a certain

positive potential. The curve is shown in Fig. 5.3. The result shows

that the relation of the current to the potential for freshly prepared

As2S3 films is governed by the Butler-Volmer equation.(7 ,21 ) The

As2 S3 - electrolyte (10.3 N AgNO3 aqueous solution) interface shows

rectification. In order to inject Ag+ ions into the As2S3-electrode.

the working electrode was biased cathodically at +35 mv for a certain

period of time. The quantity of Ag+ ions injected into the As2S3

electrode can be calculated from the charging curve I-t shown in Fig.

I *~ V
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As2S3 with variable thickness from 0.3 - 2 pm were deposited on top of

the Cr/Au metal contact. In this work, the active area of the working

electrode was 0.16 cm2 . Both the reference and counter electrodes are

silver wire.

The electrolyte was a 10.3 N AgNO3 aqueous solution. The cell

temperature was kept constant at 25 C and the electrolyte stirred to

make the solution homogeneous at all times.

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL

Measurements were carried out in the dark at room temperature. A

triangular potential waveform was applied across the working and refer-

ence electrode. The silver was injected from the Ag -ion containing

electrolyte into the As2S3 electrode by biasing the As2S3 electrode

cathodically. The amount of injected silver was controlled by the

biasing voltage and time. At each Ag injection level, an anodic volt-

ammogram at constant potential sweeping rate was obtained.

The experimental set-up used for carrying out these measurements

consists of two major parts: the electrochemical cell and cell chamber,

and the electrical measurement system. In order to maintain the poten-

tial between the working electrode and the reference electrode equal

to some signal-generator potential (which may be a constant voltage or

a time-varying signal), a potentiostat made by Electronischer Model

6251 TR was used. In its fundamental operation the controller reacts

to the difference between these two potentials through a feedback

cTircut tn such a way s to reduce the potential difference to zero.

This potentiostattc control is achieved without drawing significant
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describing various reaction mechanisms, a brief survey of the potential

distributions at the As2S3 electrode/electrolyte interface at equili-

brium and non-equilibrium are given.

5.4.1. Electrical Properties of the As2S3 Electrode/Electrolyte

Interface

Consider an electrochemical cell (shown in Fig. 5.6 (a))

with an As2S3 semiconductor as working electrode and a silver electrode

as the reference electrode. The cell potential is composed of the po-

tential differences at the boundaries of the phases making up the

circuit. Every interface in the cell, but not necessarily the As2S3-

electrolyte interface, may be in equilibrium with one exchangable

charge carrier. It can be shown that the cell potential is equivalent

to the difference in free energy of electrons between the two ends of

the cell.( 11 ) Fig. 5.6 (b) shows the potential distribution of the

As2S3 electrode in contact with an electrolyte in equilibrium condi-

tion (solid line in Fig. 5.6 (b)). In general, the potential diff-

erence at the As2S3 /electrolyte interface may distribute itself over

three regions of the interface: (1) the space-charge layer in the As2S3

electrode; (2) the one or two atom-diameter region of the Helmholtz

layer; (3) the diffuse Gouy-Chapman layer in the electrolyte.(7,12-15)

The potential differences over these different regions of the interface

are denoted by AO sA0CH9and ADOGC, respectively.(see Fig. 5.6 (b))

In addition to these potential differences, there are also.potential

differences at the Au-As2S3 interface and the electrolyte/reference

electrode interface, denoted by AO0Au and "GOSolRef , respectively.

The sub4cript o denotes the potential difference at the equilibrium

-~ ~- - . --..



by a sequence of steps involving not only the transfer of charges at

an electrode/electrolyte interface but also the transport through the

electrolyte and electrode phase. Though the overall electrochemical

reaction may consist of several steps, it is usually possible to single

(6)out one step as a rate-determining step. In the case of the silver

-ion injection process in the As2S3 electrode, at least four seperate

steps in the cathodic process occur:

(1) Transport of the hydrated Ag+ ion from the bulk electrolyte to the

interface.

(2) Adsorption of Ag+ ions onto the As2S3 surface.

(3) Charge transfer at the As2S3 electrode/electrolyte interface.

(4) Transfer of Ag+ ions from the interface into the bulk of the As2S3
electrode.

The reverse steps occur in the anodic process. Since these steps occur

sequentially, any of these steps can be rate-determined. Steps (1) and

(4) are known as mass transport processes. In this study, it is assumed

that mass transport occurs only by diffusion. Steps (2) and (3) are

referred to as the activation processes. This process involving not

only the properties of the As2S3 electrode, but also the mechanism of

charge transfer between the As2S3 electrode and Ag+ ions in the electro-
lyte.

The evaporated As2S3 film is an amorphous semiconductor.(810)

Because of the lower carrier concentrations, smiconductop cannot be

treated electrostatically like a metallic conductor. The well-

developed theory of the charge transfer process at the metal/electroly-

te interface cannot be directly employed in this work. Before

........".• .I ........................... L



condition. Aot , the cell potential at equilibrium, is the sum over all

potential differences at the interfaces,

40 a 40"Au + A0 s + AofH + Ao0 GC + AO0Sol-Ref (5-1)

If the cell is not at equilibrium, then the cell potential can be

expressed as (dotted line in Fig. 5.6 (b)),

A 4 - Au + A4 s + A H + a "GC + " OSol.Ref + ' "0 (5-2)

where A 0. is the ohmic potential drop in the bulk of the As2S3

electrode. Therefore,

0 - 60 ) A §Au" °OAu) + ' OQ + (& Os - oGs)  ( ' OH - Ao0 H )

+ (A 0GC - AOGC) + O Sol-Ref - AOSolRef)-----

Denoting the potential difference between the equilibrium and non-equi-

librium condition at the interface I, a 0i - A001 , as the overpotential

at the interface I, ni , then

n - NAu s + nH + nGC + nSol-Ref +n (54)

Assuming that the interface between the electrolyte and the reference

electrode id ideally unpolarizable,(5 ) then "Sol-Ref a 0. In this

study, both experimental and theoretical treatments are restricted to

conditions (i.e. high ionic concentration in the electrolyte) under

which the overpotential across the Gouy-Chapman diffuse layer is neg-

ligible, i.e. nGC 0 0. The Au-As2S3 interface has been reported to

form an ohmic barrier.(16) It can be further assumed nAu 0 O. Under

these assumptions, Eq (5-4) can be reduced to

i ns + nH + n1 n(5WS)

For the time being, the overpotential due to the ohmic drop in the bulk

of AsS 3 will be omitted for simplicity. It will be reconsidered later

- . ..r . ,
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Since the silver ions passing the Helmholtz double layer are

not a constituent of the As2S3 electrode but are chemically adsorbed

to the electrode surface, the situation is very different from the

(1.1,21-2usual metal-electrolyte interface. -22) The electron quantum

states which form the chemisorption bond can be represented in the bond

model of the semiconductor as additional quantum states in the sueface,

which can have donor or acceptor properties according to their relation

to the energy band. (21) The probability of charge transfer through the

Helmholtz layer will strongly depend on the probability of finding an

electron in the surface which can occupy the new electron state formed

by the approach of a particle to the surface (for example, Ag+ ions)

or on the probability of finding a hole in the surface if the approach-

ing particle should bring its own binding electrons.

For the silver ion transporting through the Helmholtz double

layer, it ie assumed the following reaction occurs:

S+ + cathodic •*
S + e" + Ag (aq.) I S.Ag (5-10)

anodic

which describes the process of transfer of the hydrated Ag+ ion at the

outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) moving through the Helmholtz layer, losing

its hydration shell and adsorbing at a surface site S as a neutral

specie by reacting with a conduction band electron. A similar adsorp-

tion process could also result In transfer of a hole to valence band

through the following reaction:

cathodic -'
S + Ag (aq.) Q a S.Ag + hole (5-11)

The kinetic equations for the above charge transfer reac-

tions were derived by Gerischer.(11) The current density for the

*. . ..-. - . - ~



as an IR correction term in the theoretical calculation. The cell over-

potential is thus given as the sum of the overpotentlal at the As2S3

s'emiconductor surface and across the Helmholtz layer in the electrolyte.-

Sa- nx  + n (5- )
The origin of this potential difference is described elsewhere.(17 "20)

In general, n. can be expressed as the sum of the overvoltage

at equilibrium of electrons or holes in the semiconductor, M, and the

electron or hole transport overvoltage, nT- which represents the contri-

bution of electron or hole transport to the space-charge overvoltage.

Therefore,(11)

s s 'IT (5-7)

where

ns " - - In (-s for electrons, (5-8a)

B Ps

s q P ns for holes, (5-8b)

and kBT
nT " I n ( I + )(5-9)

q JSat

where.J is the electron or hole current density, i.e. Jc or Jv" in the

electrode reaction,

J,Sat Is the sum of the maximum electron or hole current density

flowing from the bulk into the space-charge layer and the

maximum surface generation current density of electron or hole,

and ona nd na re the concentrations of free electrons .tt1th surface

at equilibrium and non-equilibrium condition, respectively.

5.4.2. Electrode Reactions With Charge Transfer By Ag-ion at the

_2 S3 E1 ectrolyte Interface

--.--~ L



CAg c q nH / k T C- C xej c onx s x cAa"  Ag) x e c1 " 1  /

°iCAg -Is x
• - IC*g -°CAgL

CAg Ps vq 'IH/kBT (C;g - CAg) (I V)qnH/kaT
S+ Gjv oc -- • - (C ft

Ag Ps (CAg "OCAg)

(5-14)

This is the most general expression for obtaining the j vs n character-

istics. The Butler-Volmer equation,

c q nH /kBT - (1"0c) q nH / kBT]
j a °j e - e

for the metal electrode, can be easily obtained from Eq. (5-14)

under certain conditions.

Considering the special case where the current density °jv

is so small in comparison with °jc that it is possible to neglect

reactions involving the valence band. In this special case, the total

current density in accordance with relation Eq. (5-14) is determined

by the expression:

SCAg a qn, ksT (C; - CAg) .

0 ic [ e c ns x e 1 5 i

g Ag - °CAg---
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conduction band process (Eq.tS-1O)) is given by

.C a M* kBT nh C W
c_ _ X c g. - g

OC on -- s  r 'CAg+' its ,~ g

-(1- ac) q T I kBT

where CAg is the concentration of the adsorbed silver, C i P s the max-

++1mum, adsorbed coverage, Ctag is the concentration of the hydrated

silver Ion. Ag (aq.), at the OHP, a€ Is the transfer coefficient for

the conduction band process, and oj c is the electron exchange current

density at equilibrium. For the valence band process (Eq.(5-11)), it

is given by

CAg pS O q n /kBT CA x (cA " CA)

v " C a x - x e - 0
og s *CA (CAg - CAg)

-(I- av)q nH / kBT (5-13)

where is the hole exchange current density at equilibrium. cav is

the transfer coefficient for the valence band process, and ps is the

hole concentration on the semiconductor surface. Since nac " 0 is

assumed, then CAl + *CA . The total current density j c +  is

now given
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For the anodic reaction, the current- overvoltage relation derived

from Eq.(5-15) is{ CAg  2c q r i, / I T_,Cg

j J c I • - 1 (5-16)

Let nH- BI , where 0 < S <1. Therefore,

* a sic)/k x - 1 (5-17)

where y - a B. The transport coefficient is generally about 11, but it

may differ from if certain conditions do not hold. (7)  From more

detailed consideration, it is found that ic is proportional to @C Ago

the concentration of adsorbed silver on the As2S3 electrode at equili-

brium.(7)  From Eq.(S-17). at overvoltage greater than several k8T/q,

it is possible to neglect the second term in Eq.(5-17) and write Eq.

(5-17) in the form

In Jc c  +y q r/kT (5-18)

i.e., Tafel's law applies.(7 '21) The coefficient y may have various

values. Fig. 5.7 shows the relation between the overvoltage n and

the logarithmic current density In jc for the As2S3 /electrolyte

(20-3 N AgNO3 aqueous solution) interface studied in this work. It is

found from this curve that the coefficient y in the Tafel relation is

2
about 0.2 and the exchange current eJ about 50 iA/cm . from theory it

follows that the coefficient y have shown values from 0 to 1. ( 7 ) Our

experimental data may be explained by assuming that the values of cc

and 9 are both comparable to Is. It implies that the overvoltage is
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distributed approximately equally between the space charge region in

the As2S3 electrode and the Helmholtz layer In the electrolyte. Since

thi. films of amorphous chalcogenide semiconductors provide surfaces

with a very high density of defect states. (23-24) the linearity of the

logarithmic current density-overvoltage curves may be lost and the

curves become rather complex as we observed in this work.

Fig. 5.5 shows the kinetics of silver injection into amor-

phous As2S3 films. It can be seen that the amount of silver injection

increases rapidly toward a saturation. It also shows that the bulk

resistance of As2S3 electrode is changing during the injection process.

From Fig. 5.5 and 5.7. one can calculate the bulk resistance of the As2S3

electrode for each injection process. The modified anodic characteri-

stics of the As2S3 / electrolyte interface is then replotted in Fig. 5.8

. The bulk resistances of As2S3 film used in Fig. 5.8 are given in

Table 5.1. To model our experimental results, a detail numerical

analysis has been done by Lauks. (25) His results are shown in Figs.

5.9 and 5.10. The curves shown in Fig. 5.9 were obtained by assuming

the As2S3/electrolyte interface is at equilibrium (i.e., the transport

of the hydrated Ag ion from the bulk electrolyte to the interface is

the rate-determining step). Fig. 5.10 was obtained by assuming the

As2S3 /electrolyte interfacial reaction is the rate-determining

step. It is clearly shown, by comparing the numerical curves (Figs.

5.9 and 5.10) with the experimental curves (Fig. 5.8), that the

reaction between the AsS 3 electrode and the aqueous electrolyte is

the rate-determining step In the silver-ion Injection process.
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Fig.5.9 The numerical data obtained by assuming the As s3/electrolyie
interface is at equilibrium.t25)



Run number Rbulk
1 3.7x104

2 2.9x104

3 2.3x0 4

4 2.0x10 4

5 1.2x104

6 9.4x103

7 7.5x10 3

8 6.0x0 3

9 4.9x10 3

10 4.3x10 3

11 3.5x10

12 3.0x103

*Rbulk -/1 and V-15xlO"3 volt.

Table 5.1 The bulk resistance of As2S3 film calculated from

Fig.5.5.



5.5 THE AC RESPONSES OF AsS, FILMS

5.5.1. The Cell for AC Impe dance Mleasurements

The two-electrode system was used for the ac impe dance

measurements. The cell current passes through both the working elec-

trode and the reference electrode. In order to minimize the IR drop

through the electrolyte, the working electrode and the reference elec-

trode were held as close as possible to each other. In addition, the

current passing through the reference electrode may cause its potential

to dev ate from its equilibrium (zero current) value due to changes in

concentration of the electroactive species at the reference electrode/

solution interface. To avoid serious errors, the cell current and in

turn the applied voltage must be kept as small as possible.

The working electrode was the same as the one described

previously except the thickness of the As2S3 film was in the range

1.5 to 2 um. The choice of the reference electrodes depends on the

type of electrolytes. The AgCl/Ag reference electrode was used in the

potassium chloride solution and the Ag reference electrode in the silver

nitrate aqueous solution. The AgCl/Ag reference electrode was made by

electroplating a silver wire in 0.1 M HCl solution against a platinum

cathode. By applying a potential of 250 my to these silver and plati-

num electrodes for about half an hour, the silver wire was coated with

a thin layer of AgCl. This AgCl/Ag electrode will establish a well-

defined surface potential across the electrolyte/referenceelectrode

interface if the chlorine ion in the aqueous solution is constant. The

electrolyte was agitated bu a stirrer to make the solution homogeneous

at all times. All the measurements were performed at room temperature.
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Run number Rbulk

1 3.7x10 4

2 2.9x104

3 2.3x10
4

4 2.0x104

5 1.2x104

6 9.4x10
3

7 7.5x103

8 6.0x10
3

9 4.9x10 3

10 4.3x10
3

11 3.5x103

12 3.0xO10

*Rbulk - V/1 and V-15x10 3 volt.

Table 5.1 The bulk resistance of As2S3 film calculated from

FNg.5.5.
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Fig.5.1O The numerical data obtained by assuming the As 2S3lelectrolyte

Interfacial reaction is the rate-determining step.(25)
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5.5.2 AC Impedance Measurement Systems

Two experimental methods were used in this study to

investigate the ac response of an electrochemnical system: (i) the AC

bridge method, and (ii) the direct impedance measurement. In these two

methods, the components of impedance are obtained. which provide infor-

mation about the electrochemical processes involved. The basic princi-

pies of the ac response of the electrochemical ce11ft223L.ill be dis-

cussed in the next section. Since the sensitivity and the accuracyI are different in these two mseasurement techniques, they will be dis-

cussed separately.

(i) AC Bridge Method

A simple schematic representation of an ac bridge is shown

in Fig. 5. 11.The circuit shown includes a PAR 124 lock-in amplifier

as a detector, a Boonton admittance bridge, an ac signal generator,

and a frequency counter. The working and reference electrodes were

connected to the input terminals of the capacitance bridge. A signal

with adjustable frequency ranging from I KHz to 100 K1* was used as an

excitation source for the bridge. This bridge measurement is operated

on the principle that the output signal is nulled by appropriately

adjusting the bridge capacitance and conductance value. Under the null

condition, the capacitance C and conductance G can be directly read

from the dial scale. In order to increase the sensitivity and accuracy

of admittance bridge, the lo.k-ln amplifier was used as a detector.

The reference signal for the lock-in amplifier comes from the same



concentration electrolyte. As a result Zre can be neglected and the

impedance of the working electrode can be rewritten as

where RSlis usually determined from the cell impedance extrapolated

to infinite frequency.

(ii) Direct Impedance Measurement

The minimum working frequency for the admittance bridge

is about 300 HZ. For lower frequency measurements an alternative

measurement had to be used and is described below.

From the definition of the impedance of the cell, Zcell

V/1 where M, are complex numbers. A simple approach is to measure

the ac current I by means of a small resistor Rg9 and the voltage V

of the cell with the lock-in amplifier. To minimize the error of

measurements, the resistor R 9must be small enough to avoid changing

the cell current and the input impedance of the lock-in amplifier must

be larger than R 9in the measuring frequency region. The measurement

scheme is shown in Fig. 5.12. The cell current is calculated from

1I Vb /Rg 9' Vab and Vbare directly obtained from the lock-in ampli-

fier. From this definition,

Z v/1

the real component Z' and imaginary component Z" of the cell impedance

can be easily calculated through the following equations.



oscillator used to drive the bridge. The lock-In amplifier can

accurately measure the in-phase and quadrature-phase components of the

ifput.signal with respect to the phase adjusted reference signal. By

appropriately adjusting the phase shift of the reference signal in the

lock-in amplifier, the output signal from the admittance bridge can be

resolved into two Independent components. One is the capacitance and

the other is the conductance.

The driving signal level for the admittance bridge, in

principle, should be smaller than the thermal energy, k8T, 25 mv at

room temperature to ensure the current-voltage relationship can be

linearized. For practical applications, a 5 mv peak-to-peak sinu-

soidal driving signal is appropriate. The voltage level for the

reference signal of the lock-in amplifier, on the other hand, is not

so critical, so long as it is not too small. The manufacturer suggests

that 2 volts peak-to-peak signal be used.

The impe dance of the electrochemical cell may be regarded

as a series combination of the working electrode impe dance, Z. ,ohmic

resistance in the electrolyte, Rso1 . and the reference electrode im-

pe dance, Zref . Therefore, (12.23)

Zcell " Zw + RSol * Zref

In this work, the resistance of Ag reference electrode is much less

than both the working electrode and solution resistance inthe-high



Z' IZ I cos T

Z"= IZ I sin I
where. 7 is the phase angle between V and I measured with a lock-in

amplifier.

5.5.3. AC Impe dance Responses

The ac impe dance measurement techniques previously

described in Section S.5.2. were the ac bridge method and the direct

impe dance method, above and below 1 KHz, respectively. The frequency

dependance of the impe dance in the KCl and AgNO3 electrolytes are

shown in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14(a),respectively, for 3 Hz< f < 1OOKHz.

Fig. 5.14(b) shows the impe dance after the silver injection. At high

frequency, the impe dance follows one semicircle while below 1 KHz it

appears to follow another semicircle with a larger radius.

Note also the difference between ac responses on the As2S3

electrode in the potassium chloride and silver nitrate aqueous solutions

(see Figs. 5.13 and 5.14(a)). At high frequency, the difference is due

to the different ionic conductivity in the aqueous solution. On the

other hand, at low frequency, it is due to the different electrode/

electrolyte interfacial reaction.(12)

5.6 THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF THE As2S3 ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL

The complex impedance plots (or Nyquist plots), Figs. 5.13 and

5.14, of the AszS3 electrode in the potassium chloride andLsilver

nitrate aqueous solutions are quite different. In this section, we

will develop an equivalent circuit to explain our experimental results.

In general, the overall electrochemical reaction involves several

* IL-
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steps sequentially. If each of the main processes which lead to the

electrical response considered seperately produces one of the parallel

RC branches, then the ac response of the electrochemical cell can be

simulated by an equivalent circuit with several parallel RC sections

in series. For the present homogeneous model, at least in the limit

of very loosely coupled processes, each parallel RC section is associ-

ated with a seperate process or physical region.(26-28)

In this work, the following equivalent circuit, shown in Fig. 5.15

(a), is proposed. It consists of three seperate RC branches: the left-

hand section is corresponding to the bulk of solution, the middle

section to the bulk of electrode, and the righthand section to the

interfacial reaction. The capacitance of the electrolyte is usually

very large compared with the other capacitances considered in the elec-

trochemical system. Therefore, the capacitance of the electrolyte,

Cso1, is neglected. The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in Fig.

5.15(b).

Consider first one parallel RbCb section in series with RSol. The

impedance Z = Z' + j Z is given by

Z b + R (5-19a)
~ 2

1+ (t )T
and

Z" - b 
(5-19b)

+ 2

wbere T - RbCb * relaxation time constant of the bulk electrodeand

w is the signal frequency, Eliminating wr yields

R b " 2z< (5o)
Sol 4
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and which is equation of a semicircle in the complex plane (Fig. 5.16)

with a center at CRSol + Rb/2 , 0 ) and radius Rb/2 ,

If the sequential steps in the overall electrochemical reaction

are loosely coupled, then the different RC branch will be differentia-

ted by varying the signal frequency. It is expected that the ac

responses plotted as parametric functions of frequency in the complex

plane will consist of a series of semicircles. In this study, it is

observed that at high frequency the impedance is dominated by the

bik impedance of the As2S3 electrode. On the ;her hand, at low

frequency it is dominated by the interfacial reaction between the

As2S3 film and electrolyte. It is also observed that the experi-

mental semicircle ( Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 ) is depressed (i.e., less

than a semicircle), possibly arising from a continuous distribution

in one or more of the elements of the given process. (27) The lowest

applied frequency is limited by the frequency responses of the

capacitance bridge and PAR lock-in amplifier.

5.7 CONCLUSION

From the experimental data and the numerical analysis deyeloped

by Lauks,(25) it appears that the kinetics of the silver injection

process is limited by the Interfacial reaction rather than the bulk

diffusion. The model also indicates the existence of two.phases,

one is silver-doped As2S3 and the other undoped, n the As2S3 film.

The boundary between these two different phases moves with the

extent of silver injection.

-i- , - a . . r. n
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S. 8.1 The Transport Mechanism of Silver Ions in the Solid
Electrolyte

- In the cell,

Au IAs2S3IAgI lAg

* silver iodide is an ionic conductor and As2S3 is nominally an in-

sulator. Under steady state condition, the measured cell current will

be equal to the ionic current in the Agr electrolyte. On applying a

positive potential to the silver electrode, silver ions (which are

replenished by the silver electrode) are transported through the AgI

electrolyte and injected into the As2S3 film due to the charge trans-

fer reaction at the As2S3 IAg! interface. On the other hand, if a

positive potential is applied to the Au electrode, then the injected

silver ion will be displaced from the As2S3 film through the As2S3 1

AgI interface, the AgI electrolyte, and redeposited on the Ag electrode.

One expects that a reversible Ag injection process will occur at the

As2S3 lAg! interface.

5.8.2 Experimental Techniques and Results

The details of the preparation of the different thin films

were described in the previous sections. The thickness of the silver

iodide film is about 0.5 jim. The I-V measurement in the two-electrode

configuration is schematically shown in Fig. 5.17. The curren.t was

measured with a Keithley 410A Ptcoammeter. A linear sweep potential

was directly applied to the reference electrode (i.e., Ag electrode).

I. 
B

), . . .
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The details of the measurement techniques were given in Section 5.3.

The voltammograms at different cell temperatures (25°, 60o, and.90*C)

are shown in Fig. 5.18 (a)-(c), respectively. The increasing area of

the voltammograms corresponds to increasing initial Ag injection levels.

The voltammograms in the solid electrolyte cell are similar to those

in the aqueous electrolyte cell. However, this does not necessarily

imply that the mechanisms of charge transfer across the As2S3 and

electrolyte interface are the same for the aqueous and solid cases.

The observed sudden change in the voltammogram is believed

to be due to the formation of local highly conductive paths in the

nonuniformly silver-doped As2S3 film. More experiments are needed to

clarify the underlying mechanism in this case.

5.9 ETCHING BEHAVIOR IN NaOH AQUEOUS SOLUTION AND MORPHOLOGY OF THE

CHEMICALLY PROCESSED Ash FILM

5.9.1 Etching Behavior of the Chemically Processed As2S3 Film

The chemically sensitized AshS3 thin film used as an UV

sensitive resist was demonstrated earlier in this chapter. The etch

resistance to the NaOH aqueous solution is not only dependent on the

-time in the silver-ion bath, but also on the UV exposure time. The

results suggest that a critical concentration of silver is needed in

the As2S3 film in order for it to be totally resistant to the chemical

etching solution. The sensitivity of the sensitized As2S3 1m~ s

slightly poorer than the AgClIAs2S3 composite resist.

r -i nmm '' I~l-- ' • /l "'i



The electrochemically treated As2S3 film, is totally

resistant to the NaOH etch. This is understandable because the As2S3

film can be heavily Ag-doped with the assistance of the externally

applied electric field in the electrochemical treatment.

5.9.2 Morphology of the Chemically Processed As2S3 Film

The electrochemical injection of silver atoms represents

a powerful method for investigating the process of silver injection.

This is because the silver injection level, given by the current i,

can be exactly controlled by the current magnitude and duration.

Simultaneously, morphological observation gives additional advantages

in directing and controlling the overall process of silver-injection.

Fig. 5.19 shows the morphologies of the sensitized As2S3 film (a)

and the electrochemically treated As2S3 film (b). In the sensitized

film, i.e., only a thin photosensitive surface layer on top of the

surface, the surface was smooth and basically structureless. On the

other hand, the ring-like structure was observed in the electro-

chemically silver-doped sample which cannot be etched in NaOH aqueous

solution. The photomicrograph (Fig. 5.19 (b)) shows different phases

in the electrochemically doped sample and is very similar to that of

the heavily photo-doped As2S3 film. (See Section 4.7). Further struc-

tural experiments in the electrochemically doped sample are needed to

identify these separate phases.
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Fig.5.18 The voltammograms of the solid electrochemical cell

Au/As S3/AgI/Ag at different cell temperatures:

()25 C,(.b)650C and (c)92 0C. The voltamnograms In the

solid electrolyte cell are similar to those in the

aqueous electrolyte cell. The observed sudden change

in the voltamogram is believed to be due to the

formation of local highly conductive paths In the

nonuniformly Ag-doped AsS 3 film.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The subject of this dissertation Is the study of the feasibility

of using amorphous As2S3 as an inorganic photoresist for micro-

structu~e fabrication. As a result of this study, the underlying

mechanisms of photostructural changes in films of As2S3 with or with-

out silver doping has been gained. The results may prove useful for

the design of practical devices and as a basis for future research

programs.

6 .1 SUPMARY OF RESULTS

The as-deposited As2S3 films undergo photostructural transfor-

mations upon band-gap illumination, resulting in a shift of the ab-

sorption edge which in turn causes an increase in the refractive index

of the exposed area. This process is known as the photodarkening

effect. The exposed region becomes less soluble in an alkaline hy-

droxide aqueous solution. Using this differential etching property

a pattern may be delineated. For a 300 ra thick As2S3 resist film,

an ultraviolet exposure energy of 30 J/cm 2 is required to insure that

a maximum of 40% of the initial film thickness remains. A maximum

etch rate ratio of 1.7:1 between the unexposed and exposure-saturated

As2 S3 films is obtainable In a 0.03 N NaOH aqueous solution at 21* C.
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cluding organic polymer resists are also demonstrated for the first

time. The plasma etching mechanism for a CF4 discharge that is pro-

posed consists of an attack by the atomic fluorine free radicals on

the As2S3 film.

Volatile reaction products such as AsF 5 and SF6 are assumed to

form and are then pumped out through the vacuum systm. The developed

As2S3 pattern can then be converted into an AS203 pattern with an

oxygen plasma treatment. The resulting patterned layer contains the

arsenic dopant which can be used as a diffusion source subsequently.

Thus a considerable simplification in the overall device processing

is expected, and a complete dry process for device fabrication is

then conceivable. A phenomenological model is also proposed to des-

cribe the plasma oxidation process In As2S3 films. The results

suggest the following reaction sequence;

hv or Ions x As
As2S3  bombardment A As2 . X 3

4As + 60 - 2 As203

The oxidation process appears to be confined to the surface of

As2S3 films. The As and S appear to diffuse to the surface where

they react to form the As203 and volatile 302. Ag-photodoped As2S3

samples are found to have a much slower etch rate In a CF4 plasma.

It-is also noted that a thin cap of a silver-doped layer is sufficient

for protection during etching. This fact would require an anisotropic

. . . ... ... .. --- -- . . . ..... i
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X-ray and electron-beam exposure of the As2S3 films result in the

same differential etching characteristics In NaON aqueous solution.

Fdl electron-beam exposure, an electron dosage of about 5 x 10. 5 coul/

cm2 is needed in order that a maximum of 50% of the Initial film

thickness remains after etching in the same solution. In this electron-

beam exposure experiment, the optimal electron dosage for PMA is

about 1 x 10 coul/cm2 . This study shows that the ultraviolet light

and x-ray sensitivity of As2S3 films Is poorer than that of.conven-

tional organic polymer resists, but that electron-beam exposure sensi-

tivity is better than the typical PHMA resist. However, the contrast

in the As2S3 films Is poorer than that of PM?4A resist. The ultra-

violet, x-ray, and electron-beam sensitivity of a modified AgCI-As2S3

composite resist was also studied. Not only can the sensitivity be

enhanced at least by one order of magnitude, but the contrast in this

novel composite resists is also improved.

A complete dry processing technique was developed and the results

are summarized below. After ultraviolet, x-ray, or electron-beam

exposure, the resist pattern was developed in a CF4 plasma. A barrel-

type plasma reactor was used Initially. This configuration allows an

in-situ monitoring of the etching. The dependence of etch rate on

the rf power and reactive gas flow rate were examined. It is found

that the etch rate ratio depends strongly on the gas flow rote.. The

maximum etch rate ratio of 1.8 occurs at a rate of 12 x 10 SCCM with

25 V rf power. Patterns delineated by dry processing in resists In-

-3J



changed into the exposed state being composed of a glassy As2S3

network and arsenic in the form of clusters. A wide variety of amor-

phous chalcogenide systems show similar structural transformations

upon band-gap illumination. An array of complex and often contradic-

tory mechanisms have been proposed to account for them. In this

study a model developed by Anderson et al is employed to explain the

microscopic structural transformations in As2S3 and a plausible se-

quence of events leading to the polymerization of As4S4 molecules into

glassy AsS 3 network is proposed.

According to the Nott's model an amorphous As2S3 film upon band-

gap Illumination can produce D+D" (or C3+C1" according to Kastner

designation) charged defect centers in the vicinity of chalcogen

atoms. Under certain conditions strong electron-phonon coupling will

inyolve the switching of bonds, leading to the formation of chalcogen

atoms which are three-fold and singly coordinated, instead of the

normal two-fold coordination in chalcogen atoms. In the pnictide

centers such as arsenic atoms, P4+ and P2" charged defect centers can

also be formed under the same condition. Upon band-gap illumination

when both chalcogenides and pnictides are present in a glass such as

evaporated As2S3 films, all the species P4+, C3+, P2" and C1 can be

present. The polymerization process between As4S4 itself or As4S4 and

S-chains can proceed because of the strong electron-phonon coupling

in-the vicinities of the charged defect centers which in turn causes

the switching of local bonds. The rearrangements of local structure

/
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etching to avoid undercutting. Therefore, a home-made parallel-plate

plasma reactor was used. For heavily silver-doped As2S3 films,.the

pllma-etching can be continued for subsequent pattern transfer to

the underlying St02 layer without breaking vacuum.

It is known that the physical and chemical properties of

amorphous chalcogenide films including As2 3 are strongly dependent

on the methods of film preparation. The differential etching charac-

teristics between the unexposed and exposed As2S3 films also indicate

that a structural transformation Is induced upon band-gap light

exposure. The structural characterization of As2S3 film before and

after band-gap illumination was needed in order to understand the

underlying mechanisms. X-ray and electron-beam diffraction experi-

ments indicate that the as-deposited As2S3 films are in an amorphous

state, and JR absorption experiments show the existence of an As4S4

component as well as As2S3 in the unexposed films. The results

suggest the as-deposited state of As2S3 film is a heterogeneous sys-

tem of-As2 S3 , As4S4 and S. After intense ultraviolet light exposure,

JR spectroscopy shows the absorption features at 374 and 337 cm1

assigned to As4S4 disappear and only an absorption peak around 310

cm" associating with As-S bond stretching in As2S3 is observed. X-

ray diffraction experiments not only show the formation of arsenic

clusters, but also show the shifts of the relatively diffuse peaks

from 16.5" and 29.8' to 17.20 and 30.1, respectiYely. It my be

concluded that after band-gap exposure the as-deposited state Is

t*



compounds prousite Ag3AsS3 , are not observed in this work. How-

ever, the formation of Ag2S cannot be excluded here and its exis-

tence is reported elsewhere. The morphology of Ag-doped As2S3 samples

was also studied. The photomicrographs show several different phases

are present in the heavily Ag-doped As2S3 film. These phases may be

Identified as uniformly Ag-doped As2S3 matrix, Ag-riched As2S3, A92S'

and As crystallites. A ring formation surrounding arsenic crystallites

was observed. The detailed mechanism of this ring-formation is not

yet understood. One of the reasons is that the phase diagram of the

Ag-As-S system, to the author's knowledge, has not been reported.

However, a plausible model based on spinodal decomposition has been

proposed. The properties of As2S3 can be changed both structurally

and physically as a result of silver photodoping. The silver states

and their effects on physical property In doped As2 S3 are elaborated

below in terms of the charged defects model described before.

If silver atoms in contact with or incorporated in the As2S3

films are already ionized due to ultraviolet light exposure, and one

further assumes the layer structure does exist to some degree in the

exposed film, then silver ions can easily pass between the layers of

the As2S3 network due to its small ionic radius (1.26 A) compared with

the S-S distance of .3.242 A and As-S distance of 3.475 A between layers

In the crystal structure. Eventually the silver ions would be trapped

at-the C1" or P2 charged defect center. The silver tons behave as a

negative charged defect killer. So the pinned Fermi level due to the
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will reduce the system energy to a minimum. Optical absorption

data indicate that the bond energies of.As-S bonds lie energetically

loer than the bond energies associated with As-As and S-S homobonds.

The density of As-As and S-S homobonds can then be reduced by the

band-gap illumination, and the structure of the exposed film can

reach a more continuous glassy As2S3 network. Arsenic clusters can

also be formed.

The AgCl-As2 S3 composite resist has been proved to be promising

and attractive for microstructure pattern fabrication. In order to

improve the design rules for practical devices, more experiments on

the structural changes and silver doping process in AsS 3 films are

needed. For the sample - 0.1 ju of metallic silver coated with 1.51AM

of As2S3 1 it is concluded that ultraviolet exposure for 40 minutes

causes all the silver to be incorporated into the As2S3 matrix. IR

spectra indicate a refractive index change, and the only absorption

peak observed is around 310 cm" corresponding to the As-S bond

stretching in the As2S3 . However, x-ray diffraction experiments show

several strong peaks associating with silver clusters dispersed

through the As2S3 matrix especially In the highly Ag-doped sample.

In this study it Is possible to diffuse as much as 0.4v, layer of

silver Into a 1.S film of As2S3 under a prolonged ultraviolet light

exposure and entirely exhaust the silver reservoir. It is later con-

firmed that the ternary Ag-As-S system can contain as much as 35 at.

S as a result of photodop~ng. It Is found that such ternary crystalline



As2S3 film and a grating pattern with 6 in line width was successfully

achieved. In order to obtain more control over the silver dopant con-

centration electrochemical injection methods were employed. The silver

doping level is controlled by varying the current density through the

electrochemical cell. The results show the relation of the current to

the potential for freshly prepared As2S3 films is governed by the

Butler-Yolmer equation. The As2 S3 -electrolyte (10"3 N AgNO3 aqueous

solution) interface shows rectification. The current increase in the

cathodic process is less than 60 mV per decade, i.e., less than an

exponential increase. The cyclic voltammograms indicate a maximum

peak in the anodic process, i.e., As2S3 electrode is at positive po-

tential with respect to the bulk of the electrolyte. The peak current

and voltage vary as a function of potential sweep rate and silver

doping level in the As2S3 film. The deviation from an exponential

law in the cathodic reaction suggests that it may be due to the elec-

tron transport overvoltage in the As2S3 electrode or the saturation of

the silver-adsorption sites on the surface of the As2S3 electrode. It

Is still an open question at this stage. On the other hand, the peak

in the anodical process indicates that the silver injection process is

highly reversible. It also suggests that the kinetics is limited by

the interface reaction rather than by the bulk diffusion. Finally,

the existence of two phases, one is silver-doped and another is un-

doped, in the As2 S3 electrode is strongly supported by the-experimental

data and the boundary between these two different phases moves with

the extent of silver injection.



charged defect centers in an amorphous chalcogenide material will

become unpinned after heavy silver doping, and dramatic changes.in

the'phj scal and structural properties can be expected. For instance,
the lar ge increase of electrical conductivity in the thermally quenched

silver-doped As2S3 has been reported and may be explained according to

this model.

The high sensitivity and high contrast available in the AgCl-As2S3

composite resists makes it potentially attractive for lithographic

applications. However. the mechanism responsible for the silver

dissolution in the chalcogenide films Is by no means well characterized.

Also the Ag-doped As2S3 is not suitable as a dopant material since Ag

is a life-time killer In silicon devices. It could become useful if

a suitable method can be found to selectively remove the photodoped

Ag from As2S3 film and resulting dopant source. These questions are

examined below.

It is known that some chalcogenide semiconductors can reduce

silver nitrate from aqueous solution resulting in the deposition of

metallic silver on the surface. In this work it was found that Ag

can be incorporated into the As2S3 matrix both optically and chemically.

Firstly the As2S3 film is dipped into a silver-containing aqueous

solution for a few minutes, followed by rinsing in deionized water.

It is believed that a thin layer of Ag-doped As2S3 is formed on the

surface of the film. Then the film is exposed under ultraviolet

light. In the exposed area silver ions migrate Into the bulk of the



1. The As2S3 thin films are shown to be negative inorganic

resists with a poor sensitivity to ultraviolet light or x-

ray exposure but with a promising sensitivity to electron-

beam exposure. Modified AgCl-As2S3 composite resists were

studied and their sensitivity and exposure characteristics

were evaluated.

2. Differential etching of As2 S3 in a %F4 plasm has been demon-

strated. Pattern delineated by dry processing in resists,

including organic polymer resists, is reported for the first

time. A model is propo*4 to Oescribe the etching character-

istics of As2S3 films in a CF4 plasma. The factors con-

trolling plasma etch rate are discussed in detail.

3. The oxidation of As2S3 film into As203 crystallites with an

oxygen plasma treatment Is reported. A phenomenological

model is proposed to describe the plasma oxidation process

in the As2S3 thin film. A complete dry process for device

fabrication has been proposed and demonstrated.

4. A physical model is proposed to describe the structural

changes associated with the effects of band-gap illumination

on As2S3 films. The theory developed by Anderson et al is

included in the analysis and the results are used to explain

the Irreversible structural changes of As2S3 films upon a

prolonged ultraviolet light exposure. Physical measurements

have been performed. They support many aspects of the model

) /." -f



The cyclic voltammograms of the solid cell Au I As2S3 IA II Ag

also show a maximum in the anodic process. The silver electrode can

be dissolved cathodically and silver ions are transported through the

silver iodide and injected into the As2S3 film. On the other hand,

in the anodic process silver ions migrate from the bulk of the AsS 3

film and deposit back on the silver electrode through the ionic con-

ductor. The mechanisms of charge transfer across As2 S3 and electrolyte

interface are not necessarily the same for the aqueous and solid cases.

Though the kinetics of charge transfer reactions on As2S3 electrode

are not yet well characterized, the reversibility of the silver

injection process from either aqueous or solid silver electrolyte has

been demonstrated for the first time.

The ac impedance response of the As2S3 film in different aqueous

solution was measured. At high frequency, atom or ion diffusion

effect can be ignored and the ac response of the cell is determined

by the geometric capacitance and resistance of the bulk As2S3 electrode.

At low frequency (less than 1 KHZ), atom or ion diffusion process and

desorption-adsorption on the electrode surface are more significant.

Further evidence is obtained from the difference between ac responses

on the As2S3 electrode In the potassium chloride and silver nitrate

aqueous solutions.

6.2 CONTRIBUTIONS

The major contributions of this Dissertation are sumrized in

the following:



arsenic if As203 is used) in the silicon substrate as well

as in the plasma-overcoated Si02 or S13N4 films.

2. The model suggested in this work has clarified the observed

structural changes on AsS 3 films upon band-gap illumination.

However, it also points out that further structural experi-

ments have to be performed. The structure of amorphous As2S3

chalcogenides is not well characterized. The radial distri-

bution function (RDF) obtained from x-ray diffraction is

complicated by the difficulty of separating contributions

from homo- and heterobonds. A recent development on the

extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) is capable

of making the distinction between bond types. Then the

local structural changes induced by band-gap illumination

can be studied in terms of the local configuration number

changes for each kind of atom. Also the complimentary

technique to infrared spectroscopy, i.e. Raman spectroscopy

ought to give useful information in the study of local

structure.

3. The kinetics of silver doping in the As2S3 film should be

studied further. Most important is the determination of the

phase diagram of the Ag-As-S system. The transport mechanism

of silver ions in the As2S3 film should be examined in detail.

It is particularly important to understand whether the silver

ions in the As2S3 film are transported by hopping between

__ -. . ,



described. Phase separation and ring formation surrounding

arsenic crystallites are reported in the Ag-As-S system for

-. the first time.

S. A structural study of silver-doped As2S3 films was performed.

It was shown that clusters of silver are formed and dispersed

through the entire As2S3 matrix. It was found that the

ternary Ag-As-S system can contain as much as 35 at. % of

silver as a result of photodoping. The silver states in the

As2 S3 films are also discussed.

6. Electrochemical measurements were performed to study the

behavior of the As2 S3-electrolyte Interface. Reversible

electrochemical injection of silver into As2S3 was demon-

strated. A model is proposed to describe the current-over-

voltage characteristic of the As2S3-aqueous electrolyte

interface. The ac response of As2S3 electrodes was studied.

6.3 RECONMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

1. A preliminary study on direct device fabrication methods

demonstrated that the idea is feasible and attractive, but

questions concerning the diffusion mechanism remain to be

answered. Auger electron spectroscopy together with

sputtering etching or secondary ion mass spectros€op'i(SINS)

should give the information about the Impurity profiles

(arsenic and sulfur if As2S3 Is used as a dopant source or

z=!



than was employed in this study, particularly to characterize

long time constant effects.

It is felt that the research suggested above could extend further

our understanding of the structural changes and silver photodoping

1 induced by band-gap illumination.
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